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THUNDERPOLE

Thunderpole Mk II & Mk III from the UK
Market leader of the fastest selling high
performance legal base station antennae.

The ever popular Mk 11

• Base loaded ribbed coil design on a single radiating
element 1.5m long. Doubly encapsulated windings
for maximum performance and all weather
protection.

• Pre-tuned and requiring no S.W.R. adjustment

Precision machined alloy base with 3 angled
ground planes each 2.67m long with cross bracing,
designed for maximum performance.

• Power handling SOOw, frequency 27mh2, S.\)C/.R.
1:1.5 or less.

• Base for 1 'A" diameter. Pole mounting.

The Mk Ill-one step ahead of the rest

• Centre loaded helically wound coil with low
radiation angle. Shrink wrapped for all-weather
protection.

• Bigger diameter, radiating element 1.65m long,
making the most of the latest H.O. specifications.

• Power handling SQOw wide frequency band
covering 120 channels, low S.W.R.

• Suitable for all models—AM. FM, SSB.

• Base for I 'A" diameter. Pole mounting.

Thunderpoie Hatchback/
Boot Mount

fvJo drilling or soldering necessary,
standard UNF. Thread

mounting adjustable angle
with positive non-slip
action.

THUNDERPOLE ANTENNA U.K. LTD.,
a subsidiary of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.,
Tything Ro^,
Arden Forest industrial Estate,
ALCESTER, WarfcS. B49 6ES.
Phone: Aicester (0789) 762673.

Ask for Thunderpole at your local stockist

THE THUNDERPOLE design and
name are registered trade
marks of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.

©Freeman & Pardoe 1984/1985/1986.
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Formeriy Tciccontms

934 Mhz PERSONAL

RADIO EOOIPMENT

NEVADA HL 9 lOR
MASTHEAD PWR/PRE AMP

Gives ihe full legal 8 watts ai ihe

masthead from an m-built power
ampplusan ultra-low noise pre-amp

for ultimate receive

performance £199

CYBERNET DELTA 1
934 Mhz TRANSCEIVER

A super sensitive
set with many
added features. OvwOw

+ £5 DELIVERY

H.P. AVAILABLE
iSimCTTOSTAWSmiXPCm/APJt 3S.SH)

ACCESSORIES

P7M-E Mag. Mount 7 dBi Antenna . . . £49.72

P7HR-EGTR Mount 7dBi Antenna . . £49.72

PA7-E Base Colinear 7dBi Antenna . . IS7.25

TC12L]2QememBeamlEldBiAnienna . £4S

HRA934LinImePre-arap £139,95

HRA 900 Masthead Pre-atnp £147.80

WR90OSWF/PWR Meter . . . . £5172

HP 5900 Deluxe SWR/PWR Meter £89.95

WELZ 2 Way W Switch £42.32

UHFIEOO 25W Amp if:i Lti Fte:?: Peal £99.00

UHF

MASTHEAD SWITCH
MODEL CAS-A2

Using 'N" type sockets to reduce
losses this unit allows remote

.switching of anlennason the mast - .
fed from one

coax cable. ^E20'9S
Freq: DC-I.2Ghz

OVRNEW1987 BUMPER

CATALOGUE CONTAINS MANY

FACES OF 934 Mhz INFO AND

PRODUCTS. SEND IN £2 AND

RECEIVE THE CATALOGUE PLUS

£2 VOUCHER.

AMATEUR

"AMPLIFIERS"

- TC3SDX SOW Mobile (26-30Mh2). £24.95
TCSODXI5W Mobile (SOMhz) £29.95
B150150W(26.30Mhz) £55.74

■B300P 400W{3-30Mh2) £148.00
B299 300W(3-30Mhz) £116.00
B507 600W(3^Mh2) £299.00

• 767 160W Mobile (26-30Mhz) £49.90
737 SOW Mobile (26-30Mh2) £44.76
A300300W Mobile (2&30Mhz) £129.00

WE STOCK A nUL RANGE OF AMATEUR
RADIO EOPT. SEND » FOR OUR

CATALOGUE, FOR FDRTBER DETAILS

NEVADA
ACCESSORIES

-TM27Antennahfetcher(lOOW)'.... £12.95
TC2 2 Way Switch {200W) £2.94
PLPl Low Pass Filter for TVl £8.50

-TC35DX25WainpwithTVIFilter. £2495

vroMi

RFPOWtRAMPUFlHI•"numtomcnuiB

TC3SIB

SADELTA
MICROPHONES

BASE Mies

BRAVO PLUS
Base power mic with crisp and
punchy audio including modulation
meterand
roger beep.

MB30 PLUS
An economy version of the Bravo
Plus without meter
and slide control oCrWW

ECHO MASTER PLUS
Probably the UK's most popular
base echo mic. A mellow but
powerful sound with dual lone roger
beep and internal ffiA-95
9 volt battery. oCr

NEW HAND Mies

ME3 ECHO MIC
The same superb quality as Ihe
Echo Master
Base mic.

MP2 POWER MIC
Housed in a lightwave super Hitec
case. This mic
gives a clean f 00-4i
powerful audio. £22
MB4 ROGER BEEF MIC

Same spec as the MP2 but wiih
switcheable roger
beep facility. OwMU

MRl REPLACEMENT MIC
Replaces those old fashioned bulky
mics. This one
is light and easy ^ if C*85
to hold. £15

EFFECTS UNITS

SUPER PUNCH BOX
A parametric tone circuit enables
super punch to be
obtained from any
normal mic. oCr^Bv9

EC 980 ECHO UNIT
Puts the famous Sadella echo onto
any mic of
your choice. oEr

K40
PRODUCTS

K40 DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

Housed in a rugged case with extra _
heavy duty cable
and magnetic ^ f ̂ ^*95
back clip. oGr A

K40 MOBILE ANTENNA
Probably the best
selling CB antenna Q
in the world. dCfttmi

K40SUPER _ . ̂ „
MAG MOUNT £14'®®

j  I [ (£2p-(-p)'
PLUS ALL TBESPARES TO

JfCEEP YOUR K40 COtNC

HOTLINE (0705) 662145



THE U J{.'S LEADING DISTRIBUTOR
ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM OUR MANY UK. DEALERS OR DIRECT

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

NEWLOV/ PRICES FROM UMDEN

UNIDEN 400
(CEPT) RADIO

NOW ONLY

.95

UNIDEN 300
Base Staiioti

.Standard 40 channel
radio ^ I
NOW ONLY dEr£*0

ZODIAC P2040
A fully professional handheld
housed in a rugged metal cabinet. A -
truly versatile unit with provision for
external antenna, speaker, micand
power supply. These sets have
been used by the ^ ̂ 99
army m Sweeden

DNT CONTACT 40
A super slimline radio with channel
control on K?Ott'95
the microphone

27Mhz

MASTHEAD SWITCH
MODEL AS-HF2

Now you can run two antennas from
one feeder by using this switch to
select them at

the masthead fOA'95
Power: 400WRE.P.

NEW

(C.E.P.T)IMDIOS

ZODIAC M244
One ofthe most comprehensive sets
available. Features include:- Scan.

Priority Scan, LocaVDX, Rx
Sensitivity. Mic Gain, PA/CB ,
Facility, ̂ Icall ^ ̂ fjf
Optional Extra. Ovmm K

40 CHANNEL

CB RADIOS
-UNIDEN 300 Base Station £199.95

UNIDEN 200 Mobile Radio £99.95

UNIDEN 100 Mobile Radio £69.95

-MIDLAND Hand Portable 77-8)5 £95.00

MIDLAND Mobile 77-104 £65.00

MAXCOM 7E Handheld £79.95

MOONRAKER Handheld 4/0.4 Watt . £29.95

MOONRAKER Major Mobile £69,95

DNT HF 12^33 Ch. Handheld £49,95

SEND IN NOW

FOR OUR NEW BUMPER CATALOGUE

Packed fall of the latest products,
and full info on all out CB,
Amateur and 934 Mhz

equipment.

✩ -A- ONLY £2, A-

(Includes^ £2 Voucher)

THE UK's SCANNER SPECIALISTS
NEW MODELS AND

LOWEST PRICES FROM

UNIDEN

MODEL BC 50 XL
Handheld scanning receiver
wilh 10 memories

Covers: 66-88MHz,

136-174MHZ, 406-512MH

MODEL 100 XL
HANDHELD

Scanner with 16 channels

memory scan covering

66-88Mhz, 118-174 Mhz,

405-512 Mhz

Super sensitive receiver

MODEL 70 XLT
New pocket size scanner
with 10 memories. Covers

66-88 Mhz, 118-174 Mhz,

405-512 Mhz

BLACK JAGUAR
POCKET SCANNER

Swilcheable AM/FM. Covers CB

plus the following frequencies
26-30MHZ, 60-80MHZ, 210-260MH2,

410-520MH7

SCANNING

ANTENNAS

CTE DISCGNE
WIDEBAND ANTENNA

Receive 70 • 700 Mhz

Transmit 70 - 500 Mhz

Power 500W iOOti
S Element High Quality oGtmO

MODEL 175 XL BASE
Scanning receiver with 16 channel
memory scan covering: 66-88Mhz
18-174 Mhz, 405 -512 MHz

NEW LOW PRICE

99 XSSE DISCONE
RX ANTENNA

70-500 Mhz With 3 Elements

BASE ANTENNAS SPITFIRE 3 Ele. Beam . £46.45

TC52i/zwave IKW £19.95 SPECTRUM 200 £79^5

TC585/1= wave IKW £29.92 SKYLABU.K £24.00

SALIUT 27 '/t wave £68.00 SKYLAB £24.00

189 LONDON ROAD PORTSMOUTH HANTS P02 9AE



NEWS FROM THE WORLt

UPDATE

Editorial
Well, it's now six months
since the introduction of the

CEPT frequencies and the
channels still appear to be
fairly quiet. What's gone
wrong? Is the equipment too
expensive? Are we all too
afraid to invest in what many
must think of as a white

elephant? Or, more worrying,
is the majority of CBers too
complacent, too set in their
ways, to imagine anything
beyond the original FM - or
even AM?

Come on, people, if
anything is to be done with
our system, we must be
prepared to experiment. The
same goes for 934MHz. OK,
you might not be able to

afford the gear straight away
but why not start thinking
about it? Try and find
someone you know on the
frequency and just have a
listen in. At long last, and after
a long battle, at least we now
have a choice.

Elsewhere in this issue, you
will find reviews of the new

Satcom rig plus the
just-off-the-rack Albrecht
radios. Please note that, at
the time of going to press,
these rigs were not
type-approved.

Also, we take a look at a
recent 'underground'
publication. Radio is My
Bomb, which appears to be
causing some concern in
certain circles.

S88B3E

\\\\ WW \v\ >^9^^
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Uniden Prices Down
After extensive negotiations with Uniden,
the three UK distributors, Nevada, Pama
and Knight Communications have
managed to negotiate a substantial
reduction in the cost of several Uniden

models of transceivers.

For the C.E.P.T. frequencies, the
Uniden 400 (fully approved radio) has
been reduced in price from £139.95
£99.95. This reduction has been
possible since the high cost of initial
tooling has now been recovered and of
course, Uniden are selling to all the
C.E.P.T. countries.

This price move must be good news
for the users and hopefully will enable
more people to sample the new
frequencies with a legal radio.
A similar reduction has been

negotiated on the Uniden 300 Base
Station for the standard 40 channels.
The set will now sell at £149.95, a
reduction of £50 on its original price!

Uniden are also to introduce a 40

channel handheld for the C.E.P.T.

frequencies, which at the time of writing
is awaiting D.T.I, approval.

CITIZENS'BAND FEBRUARY 1988



OF CB

New MSGB Ltd Document
Recently, Monitoring Service Great
Britain Limited produced several
discussion documents, including "A
Study of Introducing a Short Range
Radio Service into the UK"

"Deregulation of the Radio Spectrum"
and "Radio Choices and Opportunities".
Their latest document is entitled "OB

Radio; A Period of Change".
This document covers the history of

CB radio from its American origins over
40 years ago to the introduction of CB to
the UK, present changes to the UK
service, the proposed introduction of
SRR, licensing and regulation - plus lots
more,

It's an interesting read and is available
from MSGB Ltd's registered office at 6c
Linden Gardens, Chiswick, London W4
2EG. The price is £2.

CB Radio Licensing
The revised CB radio licences have

been causing a bit of confusion in
recent months. Mr Robert Pringle of the
Radiocommunications Division of the

Department of Trade and Industry kindly
put pen to paper to set the record
straight:
"There have been many recent letters
both to your magazine and direct to the
Department commenting on the revised
CB licensing system introduced on 1
September. Many users appear to be
under the misapprehension that
separate CB licences are now required
for spouses.

This is not necessarily the case;

C.B. RADIO:
A period of change
COMPLBTIWQ THg ciRnri,

monitoring service great BRITAIN
LIMITED

® Cwth M17
£2-00

Clause 6(b) of the CB Licence permits
operation of a CB Station by a person
operating under the 'general
supervision' of the licensee. Whilst of
course, interpretation is a matter for the
courts, this can be reasonably seen to
include spouses living at the same
address, on the basis that the licence
holder accepts full legal responsibility
for all use under his or her licence. The

Clause may also cover use by members
of youth groups, such as the Scouts or
Guides under the supervision of the
group leader.
There has also been comment on the

changes in the CB Licence fee. The CB

licence now covers use of any number
of CB sets for one, simple fee of £12.
Hitherto a user who had more than 3

sets would have been charged upwards
of £20, the new system as well as being
simple represents a big cost saving for
some users. This year's fee change was
the first since CB was launched In 1981.

The fee is used to cover the cost of

offering the CB Services including a
contribution to the funding of the Radio
Investigation Service (RIS) the body
charged with dealing with interference
and abuse.

I hope that this information is of help
to your readers."

Cree Valley Breakers
On 29th April through to 1 st May, the
Cree Valley Breakers play host to
breakers and clubs alike at their

Auchenlarie Mass Eyeball.
Six and seven-berth caravans can be

hired for £13 per night. Sites for 'vans
and tents cost £3.50 per night and trade
stands can be hired for £10.

The event includes stage shows, club
quizzes, Miss Eyeball 1988, Glamourous
Granny competition, darts, dominoes
and lots more.

interested parties should send a
stamped addressed envelope to: Mass
Eyeball, PC Box 1, Wightown, Scotland
0G8 9HA.
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SEVEN SECOND
SCAN

Paul Coxwell takes a close look at the
Satcom Scan 40F, the latest set on
CERT frequencies

Satcom may be an
unfamiliar name to most

British CB users but

mention of Cybernet
should start a few bells

ringing, and It is this
Japanese manufacturer that makes the
Satcom Scan 40F. Most likely the
Satcom will sell on the reputation of the
Cybernet Corporation and the built-in
scanning facility. We must point out,
however, that the set is still awaiting
type-approval at the time of writing.

First impressions
The radio is a fairly normal sized unit,
measuring roughly 9x7x2 inches, and
is built with the usual steel wrap-around
chassis and two-part cover. Both the
covers and front panel are grey-black in
colour with a touch of chrome on the

controls; all standard Japanese trim.
Across the top half of the front are a
concentric volume and squelch control,
the 5-light S-meler/RF-meter, green
channel display, transmit, receive and
channel-9 warning lights and channel
up/down buttons. These allow single
channel steps by a quick press or quick
scanning up or down by holding in. On
the lower half of the front panel are the
microphone connector (a standard 4-pin
locking type), power switch, tone, RF
gain and mic gain controls and a bank
of five press switches. The first of these,
marked 'PRI', is just a channel-9
selector. Next along is the auto-scan
switch which when pressed sets the
receiver zipping up through the
channels until it finds a signal at which

8

point it stops. When the signal
disappears the scanning continues. The
third switch is a mic compressor,
intended to make you more readable
over a weak signal path. Next along is a
squelch fix switch which over-rides the
manual squelch adjustment and selects
a preset setting. Finally there is a noise
blanker for getting rid of horrible
crackles and bangs from ignition circuits
etc.

On the back panel we have a regular
SO-239 socket for the antenna, an
external speaker jack and power input
connector. Also present Is a 6-way
socket for the addition of a selective

calling unit.
The instruction book looks as though

it has been hastily revised for British use
with a paragraph slipped in about Post
Office rules (Post Office?!) but with most
references left in as "P.T.T.". There is

also a section on antennae which

mentions beams but nowhere does it

state that they are illegal in Great Britain.
The only technical information included
is a specification list and schematic
diagram (drawn in the usual fashion so
you have to trace lines right around a
page).

Under the Covers

Removing the covers gives no surprises
- a good clean-looking board with
everything neatly marked, just as we've
come to expect from Gybernet. The
main PC board is single-sided and
separated into two sections. For those
technicians who collect such

information the main part is PBCM001S

and the front section carrying the PLL
and VOO is numbered PBGX001S. The

two sections are actually joined as one
board however. A few other PG boards

are fitted up front to carry the controls,
which are in turn fixed to a metal panel
behind the plastic bezel as usual.
The PLL is an LG7131, which has

been used in American tranceivers for a

good many years. This is fed by an
LG7181 controller to give the button
channel change and scan facilities and
the final IG in this section is an LG7191

to drive the display. The mixing scheme
for the 7131 is a little different to that for

the 7137 used in many GB-27/81 sets.
Basically, the oscillator runs at
10.695mHz below the required carrier
frequency on receive and 10.240mHz
below it on transmit.

The transmit chain has an IG amplifier
followed by pre-driver, driver and power
transistor stages with just a little extra
filtering added for the tighter
requirements of MPT1333 apparatus.
Output power is controlled by a series
pass transistor in the power feed to the
driver and PA. On receive the front-end

is a bipolar common-emitter stage
followed by a dual-gate MOSFET first
mixer. The rest of the mixer/IF strip is
made up from discrete transistors with
an 10 being used for the demodulator,
just as with previous Gybernet
equipment. A crystal filter is fitted at the
first (10.695MHz) IF and a ceramic filter
at the second (455kHz) IF. In short, a
pretty standard line-up. Glaimed figures
for the receiver section are less than

1 uV for 20dB S/N sensitivity and better

CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1988



than 60dB for adjacent channel
selectivity, spurious rejection and
intermodulation. These are about

average and nothing spectacular.

In Use

The lack of activity on the CEPT
channels at the moment makes it a litle

difficult to run enough subjective tests to
give a detailed report but from those
tests conducted the performance of the
Satcom is reasonably good. Audio
quality is good on both receive and
transmit, though the sensitivity of the
receiver vi/as not quite as good as that
obtained with the new DNT mobile

(reviewed in December). It is natural to
compare this tranceiver with the
British-type Cybernet sets such as the
Rotel series. In this respect the
Satcom's selectivity and ability to reject
inter-modulation is better, no doubt due
to the crystal filter and MOSFET mixer
stage. Unfortunately time did not permit
a full specification test on the bench.
The noise-blanker was only tried briefly
but unfortunately failed to make much
noticeable difference to ignition noise,
which is probably the most likely source
of interference to a mobile receiver. The

preset squelch setting is fairly tight and
is useful to quickly eliminate all those
distant noisy signals to leave just the
'loud and clear' locals.

On the transmitter control side there's
not much you can do to your voice
except adjust the gain and compress it.
The compressor circuit certainly works
and for long distance with weak signals
when parked or home-based may be
handy. For run-of-the-mill mobile use
though all you'll succeed in doing is
bringing the background noise in the car
up to the same level as your voice so it's
not much help.
Now how easy is the set to use? Well,

the volume and squelch controls being
on one concentric unit can be fiddly to
adjust properly. It might have been
better to group these with the one
control on the bottom right and have the
mic gain and RF gain together as they
would not be used so much. Alterna

tively the squelch control knob (at the

SATCOM

PR 27 GB

■owet I HI HIT.! I*«0W to nx

I mil rM' c
back of the pair) could have been a little
larger and therefore easier to turn. The
channel buttons have a good firm action
but the display contrast could be
improved as it is difficult to read in
sunlight. As with many sets that use the
up/down method of channel selection
the Satcom has the annoying habit of
reverting to channel 1 every time it's
switched on, but you can get used to it
after a while!

I can tell you're all waiting for the
news on the scanner section, so wait no
longer. Assuming there are no signals to
stop the scan it takes around seven
seconds for one complete trip from
channel 1 through to channel 40. For the
scanner to work you have to set the
squelch control to a suitable position,
the higher you set it the stronger the
signal has to be to stop the scan, just
like a normal squelch action. There is
however a position you can reach (with
careful adjustment) where the scan will
start but the receiver is not squelched.
This allows all the hash to be heard right
around the dial, but of course the scan
will not stop at all until you turn up the
squelch some more or switch if off, and
less than a quarter of a second per
channel is not a lot of time to hear
what's there! When working manually
pressing in and holding the channel up
button causes an instant jump to the
next channel, then a slight pause, then
the rig steps upwards at its fast rate.
When the scanner is on and a signal

disappears (i.e. the squelch operates
again) the same thing happens. You get
a slight pause before scanning resumes
but it is on the channel above the one
you were listening to. This is unfortunate
because, if the set paused on the
channel it was on, there would be ime
for the next part of the conversation to
keep the receiver on that frequency. If
you decide to stop on a particular
channel, turning off the scanner leaves
the radio set at that point. You must turn
off the auto-scan before the set will
allow you to transmit.

Conclusion
As was mentioned at the start of this
review the Satcom has got the Cybernet
name behind it which is bound to help
sales, but at around E160 it is perhaps a
little over priced. Considering that there
are other tranceivers offering similar or
better basic performance than the Scan
40F for less money, you should consider
very carefully whether you can justify
the extra cost for facilities that you may
not use. The microphone compressor is
unlikely to be used a great deal in
mobile installations and you should ask
yourself if a scanner is really going to be
of use once the novelty of it has worn
off. Remember that in a couple of years
mid-band will be swamped with signals
from around the world most of the
daylight hours and with more people in
this country here as well there will be
signals on all 40 channels all the time!
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/t struck me a few weeks back
that CB life around here has

really been pretty calm and
contented for the last year or so.
Anyone tuning in to our favourite
channels could be forgiven for

thinking they were listening to The
Archers on a quiet day. And I fell to
wondering what had brought about this
sense of peace. I had a vague feeling
that something was missing. But what?

Flicking back through old Ladybreaker
articles, I saw the answer immediately.
No wallles.

Early articles were full of complaints
about wallies, bucketmouths, button

pushers, male chauvinists and other
weirdos and undersirables in general. At
one time, it looked like CB was sinking
under the weight of the discourteous or
downright nasty behaviour of a yobbish
few. But for many months now,
Ladybreakers has been relying on local
(if eccentric) characters and events to
provide the material for the column. Not
a horror story in sight.

Ahal I thought. There's my column for
this month. The Death of the Wally, hip-
hip-hooray. Why should people always
to read about the downside of life in their

newspapers and magazines? Let's have
a bit of good news for a change. I
hauled out the typewriter and chewed a
few pencils, thinking. A Quiet Year on
the Little Puddlefoot Airwaves. I typed.
Everyone Speaks Nicely To Each Other.
No One Uses Bad Language - er, no,
that's not strictly true, let's make it Very
Few People Use Bad Langauge.
Breakers Settle For Harmless

Amusements. No One Causes Any
Trouble . . .

At this point my nose hits the key as I
fall asleep over the typewriter.
When I woke up and read what I'd

typed so far, I was forced to realise that
while people behaving decently towards
each other is all very laudable and as it
should be, it makes for very dull copy.
What else could I write about? Perhaps
things were livelier in the towns? I
decided to visit a few friends, urban

dwellers, to see if they had any ideas for
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NO
MORE

WALLIES
Filly gets depressed

about the state of CB In 1988

the column. Not of course that I

intended to put it that way. Can't have it
known that Filly is short of ideas, I have
my reputation to think of.
"Oh. hello. Filly, long time no see,"

said my friend, opening her surburban
front door. "Short of ideas for your
column again?"
Who needs friends, anyway?
We sat down with coffee and I put it to

her that we had surely seen the last of
the wally, who had presumably got fed
up with respectable, law-abiding CBers
and had gone to make life miserable for
some other unsuspecting section of
society.
My friend, a well-known local monitor,

choked into her coffee.

"You've got to be joking," she said. "If
you haven't got any out in that
backwater of yours, you can have a few
of ours. Come and listen for a bit."

We listened in to a few conversations,
and within about 15 minutes in came a

snarling voice. This is a family
magazine, so here is a censored version
of what it said;

"xxxxxxxx XXX xxxxxxx in your xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx XX X you xxxxxx xxxxxxxx

xxxx off."

"It's always worse in the evening," my
friend sighed. "And at weekends. You'd
think they'd have something better to do,
wouldn't you?"
"They ought to lose their licences, at

the very least," I said, frowning
disgustedly at the rig.
"We report the ones we can identify,"

said my friend, "but we have a lot of
through-routes passing by here, and
most of these characters seem to be

passing through, spreading their very
own brand of joy and comfort. I'd be
surprised if any of them have CB
licences to lose, anyway."

I asked her if she had any trouble with
them personally, seeing as she was
often on the air passing on traffic reports
and helping lost motorists. She grinned,
rather wickedly.
"You know how it is, a lot of the

truckers on regular runs know me." she
said. "Since the day some little rat gave
me a mouthful, and one of my pals
weighed in and told him to watch his
mouth if he didn't want to open his door
one day and find an eight foot eighteen
stone trucker on his doorstep, well, I
haven't had too much trouble! It's

discouraged the local bucketmouths,
anyway."

I drove home rather depressed. If my
friend's daily experiences are anything
to go by, the wally, it seems, is still with
us. Perhaps he always will be. Bullies
and show-offs love an audience, and

unfortunately, CB provides them with a
readymade audience - allowing them to
stay safely anonymous. We had been
lucky in our village to stay so relatively
free of them.

I sat down at the typewriter again and
frowned at it. Suddenly, an article on A
Ouiet Year on the Little Puddlefoot

Airwaves didn't seem such a bad idea

after all . . .
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7TH BIRTHDA'
To celebrate seven glorious years of the existence of Citizens' Band magazine, here Is
your chance to win some fabulous goodies from some of the top suppliers In the world of
CB.

The total value of the prizes to be won is over £1,000, thanks to the help of Nevada
Communications, Truck King, Sherman's Wholesale, Pama & Co and Freeman and
Pardoe.

All you have to do is to fill In three answers correctly on the form below and - this Is
the Important part - cut out and save it! The next two issues will have similar forms (but
naturally with different questions). So, on completing the third form In the February
issue, send all three In TOGETHER to: BIRTHDAY BONANZA, Citizens' Band, 1 Golden
Square, London W1R SAB.

These are some of the great prizes to be won:

The fabulous Zodiac M244 scanning
base-station transceiver set to meet the

new CEPT specifications. The Nevada
Pro-3 Professional Series power supply.
The Skylab base station antenna with
full V4-wave radiator. All available from

Nevada Communications

I  IrtVOLT

Maxcom 7E portable 40-channel transceiver with
antenna, magmount, battery pack, carry-case and
power connector.
All available from Sfiarmans Wholesale

Antler -27 antenna

and magmount.
Astatic 'Teardrop'
microphone, featuring
volume and tone

sliders. All available

from Truck King

12 CITIZENS'BAND FEBRUARY 1988



r BONANZA!
TWO Pama Tri antennas.

TWO Arnco antennas.
TWO echo microphones.
TEN power microphones.
All available from

Pama & Co

A superb range of base and mobile antennas from
Freeman and Pardoe, including the fabulous
Thunderpole III.
All available from Freeman and Pardoe mzi

Dl I IQ annual subscriptions■ L U w to Citizens' Band
rrEn 1tries to: BIRTHDAY BONANZA, Citizens' Band, 1 Golden Square, London W1R SAB. AH entries are non-returnable
and become the property of Argus Specialist Publications on submission.

RULES: Winners of the competition wiil be the first picked from the bag with ail answers correct. By entering, all competitors
will be deemed to have accepted and agreed to the rules and instructions. The Editor's decision on all competition matters
will be final. No correspondance will be entered into and there will be no cash alternatives to the prizes. Winners will
be notified by post. The dosing date for the competition wiil be March 26th 1988. Please note that ALL THREE entry
forms must be submitted together. Separate entries will not be eligible.

Name

Address

Telephone

QUESTION 7: In which year was the film 'Convoy' released?
QUESTION 8: Which American singer recorded the song 'Convoy'?
QUESTION 9: Which British DJ recorded a comedy version?

ANSWERS

1

2

3

CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1988 13



CB IN DEPTH
(part 11)

Paul Coxwell now looks at

the odds and ends of a

typical rig

ToPLL

R1

8+ supply

D1

PTT switch on mike

Q1

R2
^ Tx-only supply

R3

To speaker

Tx

fTm

Figure 1. Transmit/receive switching

e have now

H  K examined the bulk
I  K of the circuitry In a

typical rig that
■V logically fits into a

^F sequence. To finish off
we have a few odds and ends that don't
conveniently slot into one of the
previous categories of circuit. These are
all small, simple pieces of circuitry that
lie the others together and complete the
transceiver; there's no more complex
math as with the PLL so at least for this
month it's all downhill.

Transmit/Receive Switching
in the early rigs it was common to

employ relays to change over between
reception and transmission, The coil
would be wired across the incoming
supply with the push-to-talk switch of
the microphone in series so as the relay
was energised during transmission. One
set of contacts would then switch the
antenna from the receiver RF amplifier

14

to the transmitter final, another would
remove power from the receiver section
and apply it to the transmit chain and so
on. These beasts have largely
disappeared from modern rigs, although
there are still one or two newer designs
using them. Transistors are much
cheaper and more reliable than relays
however, as well as taking up less
space in a crowded radio.

In figure 1 one such transistor switch
is shown. Note that the transistor is PNP
rather than the more usual NPN used in
most other parts of the rig. Switching
circuits often make use of combinations
of PNP or NPN transistors in this way.
With the set on receive R1 keeps the
base of 01 at the positive supply voltage
and because the emitter is connected
straight to this rail the transistor remains
cut-off. When the mike is keyed the
base of 01 is grounded through R2
causing the voltage at the base to fall
and so turning the transistor on. Power
is applied to the transmitter sections and

the "Tx" LED lights.
At the same time the T/R line to the

PLL (if needed) is grounded via diode
D1 and the normaily-closed contacts of
the mike switch break the circuit to the
speaker. Remember that in many
designs the audio amplifier is used on
transmit too so this prevents one's own
voice being heard. The switching
transistor does not have to be very large
as the current passing through it during
transmission is minimal. The main driver
and output stages have power applied
all the time and usually all that is done to
disable the transmitter is remove power
to the amplifiers between the VCO and
driver.

A more elaborate switching circuit
involves an extra transistor to remove
power to the receiver stages during
transmission as well, though obviously
any audio sections common to both
must be left energised. This is another
area of the transceiver where there is
wider variation between manufacturers

CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1988



/7^
1000U

Speaker

o\ Mike audio

> PTT control

y^7
lOOOu

Figure 2. Microphone input filtering

than with say an RF amplifier. All the
circuits work around simple DC
transistor operation however so there
should be little difficulty. The main point
to look out for is whether a particular
transistor is NPN or PNP as this is

sometimes difficult to tell with the

smudged photocopied schematics we
often find in OB service manuals.

Whilst on the subject of switching it is
worth mentioning the filtering used at the
mike connector. Usually a small choke
is inserted in-line with each conductor

and capacitors used to decouple to
chassis. This is to prevent stray RF
being fed back into the rig. Considering
that the time the microphone itself it in
use is while the transmitter is delivering
power to the antenna this is important.
The audio level on the mike input is very
low and RF signals there could easily
upset the proper operation of the audio

On/off

amplifiers. Figure 2 shows how such
filtering is wired. The capacitors are
placed as close to the input as possible,
usually right on the tags of the socket.
Somes a small PC board is soldered to

the socket for all the components.

Power Input and Filtering
Power is fed to the rig from the usual
two-core cable with fuse into the

connector at the back. Here you will find
coils and capacitors that are intended to
filter the supply and remove unwanted
hash from the vehicle's electrical

system. Figure 3 shows a typical
method. Quite often the two in-line

inductors are placed so as to connect
the power plug to the main PC board.
The diode normally has no effect as it is
reverse biased, but in the event of a
careless user connecting the supply the
wrong way round it becomes forward

B-h -4-

IT
-1-470U

I

biased placing what is almost a direct
short across the input and blowing the
fuse, thus protecting the rig. This diode
incidentally, is often found to be
burnt-out when a rig has been so
connected with too large a fuse in-line!
Luckily they generally short out
completely but if they go open circuit the
chances are that the rig will need
extensive replacement parts.
The larger iron-cored choke will

always be on the main board and it
resembles a small audio transformer.

This provides filtering at lower
frequencies in conjunction with
capacitors. The exact arrangement
varies but the idea is the same. In some

rigs for instance the protection diode is
soldered right across the power
connector just inside the chassis. From
here power passes to the on/off switch
and then onto the rest of the rig. The
switch may be before the filtering of
course but the modern trend is to wire it

as in the diagram, after the filters and
protection diode.
At this point it is appropriate to

mention grounding arrangements.
Looking at the schematics of many
transceivers you will notice the use of
two different symbols. Figure 4 shows
the two normal types and originally
these had distinct meanings. The
symbol at (a) meant a connection to
ground (earth) and that at (b) a
connection to the equipment's chassis,
which may or may not also be grounded.
The exact meanings have become
somewhat blurred but often on a

diagram you will see one symbol used to
indicate a connection to the main

common negative rail on the PC board
and the other to signify a connection to
the set's outer metal chassis.

Strictly speaking of course in a mobile
environment there is no ground
connection at all, everything is running
on four rubber insulators! At radio

lOn

-WO"

lOn

lOn

ntn
lOn

/t)??

_L

FOB common

= chassis

Figure 3.Power input filter
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frequencies the capacitive effect causes
the car body to be effectively grounded.
In some radios the negative common
rail on the main board is directly linked
to the metal chassis but more often it is

not. In this case the chassis is said to be

floating and you will almost always find a
handful of capacitors between the
chassis and negative rail scattered
around the outer edge of the board.
These prevent stray RF getting where it
shouldn't. Of course with a rig installed
and wired to a car electrical system the
negative line will be connected to the
chassis anyway (assuming a negative-
ground car) but RF is sneaky stuff and
can manage to creep in the most
expected places!

Voltage Regulators
The input to a rig may vary between
about 11 and 16 volts depending on the
state of the battery, whether the engine
is running and the alternator charging
and so on. To some of the rig's circuitry
this is not too important but to sections
such as the crystal oscillators and PLL it
can make a world of difference. A

separate voltage regulator is therefore
used inside the rig to supply these
circuits that need extra regulation.
Figure 5 shows what is involved. The
audio amplifier and RF output stages of
the transmitter aren't too fussy and are
usually fed straight from the incoming
power. R1 feeds power to D1, a zener
diode, which results in a stablisied
voltage appearing at the top end of
diode. On Its own however this circuit is

too sensitive to changes in load so an
emitter follower is inserted. The voltage
at the base of 01 is held at a steady
value determined by the voltage of D1
and the emitter will always be 0.6 below
this value because of the forward

voltage drop on a silicon junction.
Sometimes an integrated circuit is used
to replace these discrete components,
these just have three connections -
input, output and ground,
A regulator such as this is not always

used depending on how critical the rest
of the circuitry is and you may also
come across individual resistor/zener

combinations feeding just one or two
sections where needed.

Power Supplies
It is no secret that many base stations
are just the equivalent mobile
transceiver in a larger box with a power
supply. The PSU design resembles that
used in separate units consisting of a
mains transformer, rectifier and
smoothing and voltage regulator to give
a reasonably constant 13'/? volts or so.
The regulator is often based around the
type we have just seen but using a
zener rated at about 15V and transistors

capable of handling more current, A pair
of transistors are commonly used
arranged in the complete supply as In
fig, 6. With the 15v zener we therefore

4
(a ) Ground

1/rh gm
(b ) Chassis

Figure 4. Ground and chassis connections

Q1

B+ input

R1 560R

100n

Stabiilzed

output

/^77

D1 9V1

Figure 5. Voltage regulator

end up with a stablised supply of 13.8
volts, there being 0.6V dropped through
each transistor. The circuit shown

incorporates provision for running the
set from an external 12v supply as well,
this is achieved by a selector switch on
the rear panel. Note that the set's on/off
switch does not remove power from the
complete set, only the main board itself.
This is the case in quite a number of

such transceivers: only a few include a
switch in the 240 or 120v input.

Coming Next
We've now covered all the circuitry in a
typical rig, although obviously much
more could have been said about each

section. So far we have only seen basic
AM operation so next month it's time to
see how an FM transceiver differs.
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12V external supply

1A

■S-

240V o 15V

O

O

AC supply
2000U

470R

I
500n

DC
-c

AC

To rig

15V

100u

■O+VE

lOOn

-0 -VE

nm

Figure 6. Power supply unit

by

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS

934 Mhz preamps

Masthead £99.95 in line £84.95

SUPERIOR Performance
GREATER Sensitivity

LONGER Range upto14 Dbgain
34, Aldershot Rd, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 6AF

Tel; 0483/574434

Serving CBers since 1979 S.AE for 1000 item price list
TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME
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BINDERS

For your Valuable Collection of
CITIZENS BAND

MAGAZINES

'Smart 'Easy to use 'Top Quality

To ASP Readers Services, PO Box 35, Wolsey

House. Wolsey Road, Hemel Hempstead. Herts
HP2 4SS (0442-41221).

Please supply Citizens Band Binders Of £5.95 inc. P&P
Total £ (Please make cheque payable to ASP Ltd.)
Years Required — 198. .. 198. .. 198..., 198...

Name

Address

Please allow 21 days <0r delivery

» C5.95 \
{  inc I

SMUGGLE UP TO A LITTLE EXTRA

THIS WINTER

FROM OUR UNIQUE RANGE WE HAVE
SELECTED THE FOLLOWING CONVERSIONS

FM MODE CONVERTER: For radios wild only a single 10.695 IF (e.g.
AR144/Cobfa 146)
Model FMC 1 Module only £39.00 Fitted £49.95 plus P&P
For AM radios with 455KH{ second IF

Model FMC 2 Module only £12.95 Fitted £25.00 plus P&P
SPEECH PROCESSOR: Switchable. variable ar>d universal for LOUD audio on

transmit. As reviewed in Oecember Citizens Band

Module only £17.95 Fitted £25.00 plus P&P
NOISE SQUELCH: Aulomallcally squelches noise whilst allowing voice signals
through regardless of signal strength.

Module only £11.95 Fitted £18.00 plus P&P
ROGER BLEEPS: Programmable - for K tone. R, V or custom

£11.95 Fitted £16.00 plus P&P
Hygain V - Original authentic sound £11.95 Fitted £16.00 plus P&P

MULTIMOOE BAND CONVERTER Gives LoLoto HiHi and Legals plus A channels on
PLL 02A, MC 145106 and MB 8719 radios by programming with diodes. Also
covers 10 metres with repeater shift. Other mods required are covered In detail in
the optional Technical manual.

Module only £19.95 Fitted Ask for a quote
Technical Manual £4.50

80 CHANNEL MODULE UK Legals and CEPT (mid band) frequencies (see below)
Module only £27.00 Fitted £39.00 plus P&P

160 CHANNEL MODULE UK Legals plus Lo. Mid (CEPT) and HI Bands
Module only £37.00 Fitted £60.00

Our 80 and 160 channel conversions are complete replacement synthesisers
covered by comprehensive step by step instructions written specifically for your
radio . .. unlike others.

One module covers both 7137 and 9119 PLL radios. (ONT/Grandstand also
available). It has been tried and tested over three years of production-not rushed out
lor CEPT introduction .. . unlike others.

The module Is easy to set up without expensive test gear and DC switched not VCO
switched which avoids harmonic interference . .. unlike others.

IN SHORT . .. DESIGNED FOR SUCCESSFUL FITTING BY THE NOT SO
TECHNICALLY MINDED

For lull details ol our sales repair and conversion services please senda large SASE
or phone lor instant quotation.

We supply to the trade at attractive discount prices. ACCESS accepted.

CB iQUIPMENT - CONVERSIONS - REPAIRS - DIY MODS

J. D, Custom Electronics
18 DEANS WAY, EDGWARE, HAS 9NL.

Hours of business: Mon.-Fri. 9.00-5.30.
Saturday 9.00-1.00

Please
mention

when replying
to all

Adverts
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COMH/IUNICA TION THE

L

WAY
More names and addresses from QSLers all over the world,
courtesy of David Shepherdson

Once again I'd like to
say thanks to
everyone who has
been in touch with

details or updates of
various events being

held later this year. To those of you who
are organising a "do" and as yet haven't
let me know please do get in touch with
even outline details as surely your event
would benefit from a mention in these

pages? Come on, please put pen to
paper and let me know of any more
events going on around the country this
year. As I said last month, It can be a
general all-round Eyeball, a
card-specific meeting, a sponsored
modulation or anything to do with OB
radio! If you send it via the magazine's
address, please allow at least an extra
month before I see it and do please
remember that I will need plenty of
notice of the event.

Last month I mentioned that Keith

{Canal Man) was not replying to QSLs
sent to him, and was not swopping a
collector series card in the spirit of the
series or QSLing. I did say then that I
had been informed that he was actually
a DXer and only QSLed on a QSO. Well,
I've since been informed, by a friend,
that Keith's collector cards have been

taken over by Ken {Beerman) as the
cards were asked to have a Collector's
Number by a friend of Keith so Keith
didn't know about the Collector Series

Guidelines. The card can be obtained by
writing to Ken and I'm sure a BASE
would be appreciated. Over the past few
months I've asked for info on the

Freightliners Club and I've since heard
(that's right, gossip) that there will be
some delay before Ian will be able to
reply, so please bear with him and be
patient.

CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1988
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To Start off with the names and such

forth this month I've some bad news

passed to me by Harry {Rusty Belf) of
Norfolk who asks if I will let you know
that Bill {Ironsides) who is seriously ill
and would appreciate a friendly card or
two, but please don't expect or ask for a
reply. So, come on, please help to cheer
him up a little!
A request in from France now from

Nicolle Philippe who has a collection of
over 200,000 OSL cards but has now
stopped collecting them. However he is
still active with postage stamps and
wonders if there is anyone who would
like to exchange stamps with him. A
card comes to hand from Tricia and
Stephen {Honeydew and Centurion) of
Tyne & Wear and as she's a fairly new
QSLer, I'm sure she would like any help
anyone can manage to swell her
collection.

Last year I received a letter from
Karen {Action Lady) or the Organised
Radio Club regarding the ORC Grand
Social Night which had unfortunately
arrived just too late for inclusion in the
Events slot. The ORC meets every
Wednesday In the Glasshouse. Codnor
and I'm sure anyone visiting the area
who calls in would be welcome. The

Club has a DX Section which costs £5,
for which you receive your Unit number,
ID Card, QSL cards, stickers. DX
Certificates, club stamp, use of the PO
Box and a quarterly Club Magazine, of
which Karen is the Editor.

A couple of changes of addresses
have been passed on to me and they
are those of Steven {Wells Fargo)
formerly of PO Box 288, Eastkllbride
who now uses PO Box 275. Uddingston,
Glasgow. Kate {Funny Bunny) has
moved to 38 Mill Bank, Wellington who
has had some new Black Rabbit cards

done along with her sets of hot foil
cards.

Some super cards in from John
{Green Falcon) who sends out an
absolutely massive package of cards,
tourist information leaflets and so on!

Well worth a good QSL for.
Another bumper bundle of cards in

from Andrew {Andy Pandy) of Cleveland
who even sent a History of CB sheet.
This one claims that the Romans

brought it to the UK. they called it
Bandus Citizenicus (BC). I've seen one
other that claimed the Red Indians

invented it for rainy days, but I can't lay
my hands on that one! If anyone has any
other versions I'd be very pleased to see
them.

Moving on to some Club News now,
I've a few details of the Bravo Charlie

International Radio Group of Belfast
here. The Group was founded for all 11
meter band operators and any mode of
transmission is acceptable, Membership
costs £2 for package "A" and £10 for
package "B", Package "A" consists of
Unit Number & ID card, 10 QSL
certificates, 10 envelopes, selection of

QSL CLUB ADDRESSES

Bravo Charlie Int PO Box 245, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
BT14 6JW

Headache Control PO Box 105, Northampton, NN3 1YY.
Organised Radio PO Box 3, Heanor, Derbyshire,
Club DE5 0HW

Sunshine State PO Box 260, Mayborough,
QSL Swap Queensland 4650, Australia
Dragonrider 001 3 Tarn Villas, Cowpasture Road,

ILKLEY, West Riding of Yorkshire,
LS29 8RH

When writing to a QSL Club or Service always include return
postage to assist with the reply, it really does help!

QSLer ADDRESSES

Ken (Seerman) 42 Eastbourne Gardens, Beacon Lane,
Cramlington, NE23 8JP

Harry {Rusty Bell) 134 Lakenham Road, Norwich,
Norfolk. NR4 6BB

Bill {Ironsides) "Cherry Trees", Camerton,
Thorngumbald, Hull.

Nicolle Philippe PO Box 10, 88480 Etival, FRANCE.
Tricia & Stephen 24 Seaton Ave, Houghton-le-SprIng,
{Honeydew) Tyne & Wear, DH5 8EH
Steven {Wells Fargo) PO Box 275, Uddingston,

Glasgow. G71 7HP
Kate {Funny Bunny) 38 Mill Bank. Wellington, Telford,

Shrops, TF1 ISD.
John {Green Falcon) 17 Fell View, High Spen, Rowlands Gill,

Tyne & Wear. NE39 2BW
Andrew 56 Miller Crescent, West View.
{Andy Pandy) Hartlepool, Cleveland, TS24 90X
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viewcards, tourist info, welcome letter &
application forms. Package "B" is the
same as "A" plus a Group stamp, a gift
and one for your XYL. It's cash only so
as in all cases of sending cash through
the post, I do suggest that you use
Registered Post for safety.
Now. I've had a whole bunch of letters

and stuff from a club that puts out a real
package and only charges £3, though if
you want a club stamp, then the cost is
£5.50. This is the Headache Control
QSL & Swap Souvenir International
which is, in fact, shortly to celebrate its
fourth birthday! Details of the Club
package first, then details on something
that Fred (HC 001) is running. For your
£3 you get your Headache Unit number,
ID Card & colour wall-mountable
certificate, 10 full-colour Club QSL
cards, OSL tips, 100% Headache
members List, price list, welcome letter,
exchange invites and OSLs. pen and so
on. Extras available include packs of 50
FCC Club QSL cards for £3, and
envelopes at £1 for 25 and an
embroidered patch for £2. Alternatively
you can send for the Special Full Pack
for, £6 which has 20 items plus a
souvenir included. Now, what is Fred up
to? He is running a competition this year
which is open to Headache members
and non-members too. Any member
who copies Fred on the air gets a prize
of 50 of the new design Club cards or a
sew-on patch or whatever. For
non-members who make contact with
Fred, the quiz is: what does his callsign
stand for? The prize for getting this right

QSL SERVICES ADDRESSES

Black Rabbit Cards PO Box 156, Wolverhampton, WV6 9DX
Currie Cards 89 Derwent St, Blackhill, Consett,

Co Durham, DH8 8LT
Impact Graphics 57 Moor Street, Earlsdon,

Coventry, CV5 6ER
Raymac Display No. 2 Showfield Ind. Units, Pasture Lane

Ind. Est., Morton, North Yorks. (Send £2
for Sample pack & £4 credit towards
order)

Vine Lodge Products 11 Mill Lane, Butterwick, Boston,
(Labels) Lines, PE22 OJE
Scottish C.B. C/o 'Arnail', Patison, Neilston, Glasgow,
Newsheet G78 3AT. One years Subscription £2.10

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 1988

ACTI

LADY

Sponsored Marathon Walk between Arbroath and Stoke on
Trent starting Monday April 4th in aid of Multiple
Scierosis/Blackfriars Special School by Phillip {The Wanderer) &
brother. Anyone on the route who wants to eyeball or sponsor
them will be most welcome. Contact Ad: PO Box 4, Abroath, DD11
1HS, Scotland.
April Bank Holiday Weekend - Co Durham Giant Eyeball '88
held by GBQDC at the Stanley Youth Centre. Stanley. Contact AD:
GBQDC Eyeball '88, PO Box 5, Consett, Co Durham, DH8 8LT.
April 1988 - Cutty Sark POMA Meet - Cutty Sark Club, 116
Bradenham Ave., Welling, Kent, DAI 6 2JG.
April 1988 - Cutty Sark POMA Meet - Cutty Sark Club, 116
Bradenham Ave., Welling, Kent, DA16 2JG.
May 1988 - Southport Charity Eyeball - Tango Papa (83), PO Box
13, Southport, Lanes.
June 11th & 12th - Worthing DX & OSL Group 1988 Eyeball
being held at the Worthing Rugby Football Ground. Sat. Car Boot
Sale & Evening Disco/Supper, Sun. WDX Eyeball, Club/Trade
Stands etc, etc. Contact Stuart (WDX 01), PO Box 404, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN14 7EB.
June 19th 1988 - Sheffield Charity Gala & CB Eyeball held once
again at the British Steel Sport's Ground, Tinsley, Sheffield. The
venue is approximately one mile from Junction 34 (Ml), Contact
Derek (Roadrunner), PO Box 275, Sheffield, S2 5HY for further
details a little nearer the time.
June 26th 1988 - North Wales Breakers 1st Annual Eyeball held
at the Nova Complex, Central Beach Prestatyn, North Wales from
11 am until 1630hrs, with an evening of entertainment from
1930hrs to 2300hrs. Contact Ad: Derek {Red Devil), PO Box 35,
Prestatyn. Ctwyd, LL19 9YH, (or 0745686564)
When writing for details on any of the above, don't forget a
suitable SASE for the club's reply. Also, should you send monies
to book, don't forget a SASE if you require a receipt.

is a bumper Headache package upon
receipt of their OSL Cards. Now, shall I
tell anyone who's not sure what Fred's
callsign stands for? Hmmm, no, that
might be cheating!
Just for a change, always providing I

can find where I put the details, how
about some info on a "Down Under"

Club? The club in question is the
Sunshine State OSL Swap Club of
Queensland which is run by an old
friend of mine and I'm sure, yours,
Graham Habler. Membership costs £8,
or £10 including Air Mail, and 10 of your

CITIZENS'BAND FEBRUARY 1988

own OSL cards, or viewcards, each
showing your full name, OSL address,
signed and dated. For this you will
receive your SS Unit No, ID card (XYL
free), wall certificate, mounted stamp,
roster, 10 club OSLs, state map
viewcard, car sticker, exchange cards
and invites, local tourist info, stamps and
coin, etc. Graham has also started what
he has called a "New Concept in OSL
Clubs"! This is where each member
automatically OSL's 100% with every
other member of the group and every
member of each group of 50 members
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is therefore assured of receiving a card
from all other members. Cost of

membership is £15 and I recommend
you send for an application form here so
that you can see exactly what
information is required and what you get
for, as Graham himself says, it is a new
concept!

Basically what happens is that upon
receipt of your application, 120
personalised Club cards showing the
details supplied by you (which is why I
recommend you send for the necessary
application form). You are then sent your
ID card, 50 of the personalised cards for
your own personal use, 20 of these
cards, with an application form on the
back, personalised group QSLs up to
your number. As membership increases,
you receive morecards until you have
the full set of 50 in your group. For each
applica;tion received for your special
cards, you then get a voucher for A$1
redeemable against memberships to
future groups. If you encourage 20
members to join, then you get free
membership! Should you send for further
info on this club, please remember that
a UK stamped BASE is no use outside
the UK, therefore to assist overseas
clubs to reply, you should send at least
a couple of IRCs (international Reply
Coupons) which are available from your
local Post Office. An IRC, although It
costs some 55p (as I write this) Is, In
fact, only worth some 22p when
redeemed, so it is worth remembering
that two are usually enough for postage
from Europe, but three or more are
required for post from the States or
Australia, and even then, it will depend
on the weight of the package being sent
whether or not it goes Surface or Air
Mail,
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That's it, just about out of room yet
again, I know I said that I would mention
details of the Alpha Scorpio last month,
but I'll hold that over until next time. If
you want a mention then get writing in
and let me know! Please don't just send
a bit of paper saying that you QSL and
want a mention, send the OSL package
you would normally send out and you'll
have a far better chance of seeing your
name here! If you want a reply, then
please remember some sort of return
postage and please have a little
patience as I do try to use everything I
receive in the order of receipt. That's it,
all the best for now and I'll catch you
again here next month or maybe at
Stanley at the end of April!
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If an
advertisement

is wrong
we're here to
put it right.
If you see an advertisement in

the press, in print, on posters or in the
cinema which you find unacceptable,
write to us at the address below.

The Advertising
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd. Dept 3 Brook House,

Tbrrington Place, London WCIE 7HN

Adult Uteracy
-the first decade

In 1975 the adult literacy campaign
was launched to help the 2,000,000

adults who had difficulty with
reading and writing.

By 1985 350,000 adults had received
help with literacy.

Forfurlberinformafioh

Adult Literacy & Basic Skills Unit
PO Box 213 London WCIV 7ET

For Mpwith Readir^andWrifing ^^01-405 4017

"... /I CAMeL. MS SHED fTS LOAD OA! THE SY-F/ASS- SUT
WEA! /T'E all CLeHE THFOlAeH TO M&HDAb/ "
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PLAYING
PIRATES

With the recent

spate of violence
against the RIS,
Smart Alec

is concerned

about a recent
publication

Did you see Industry
Minister John Butcher

on the haunted goldfish
bowl, not long ago,
asking the public for help
In protecting RIS officers

in the course of their duties? Why
should such a request be necessary?
Way back In the early days of the CB
campaign, the occasional fracas
occurred between enthusiasts and the

men from the ministry, but lately things
have been getting out of hand, with
reports of no less than nine officials
have been attacked in six months.

By its very nature, radio investigation
work has its difficulties but this state of

affairs cannot be allowed to continue if

we are all to have a fair share of the

airwaves. Although many of the reported
attacks have been blamed on pirate
broadcasters, all of those we contacted
were vehement in their condemnation of

such action. One gentleman summed up
their collective opinion in the following
terms: "Like the early CB users, we
believe we are being denied a basic
freedom. Our eventual aim is to

persuade the authorities to recognise
the value of local, especially ethnic
minority interest broadcasting. At the
moment our task is hard enough and
nobody in their right mind would seek to
make matters more complicated by
introducing violence. However much we
might disagree with the job they do, our
argument is not with the RIS but with the
outdated and outmoded laws they are
trying to enforce. The use of violence
can only damage our cause and we are
beginning to believe that that is the
precise aim of those involved in it."
As this seemed to be the honestly
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held view of most pirate broadcasters,
we began to wonder where the violence
really did originate. The apparent
answer lay in Mr Butcher's televised
comments, he made brief mention of a
book which he ascribed to an anarchist
organisation and which, according to his
comments, exhorted pirate operators to
violence and much more. Intrigued, we
went in search of this underground
publication. We were amazed and
disgusted at what we found!
The first thing I learned from a

publication riddled with inaccuracies
and, to say the least, economical with
the truth, was that as licensed radio
users and regardless of how we vote,
you and I are the lackeys of the fascist
capitalist system. I cannot speak for you
but, in my own case, I can name a
number of MPs, a few civil servants, and
even the odd government minister or
two who might tend to disagree. Even
the majority of pirate broadcasters,
whom the book claims to support, fare
little better. If the publishers of "Radio is
my Bomb" are to be believed, then most
of them have been set up with the
connivance, possibly even the
co-operation, of the government, in the
guise of MIS, In order to crowd out "real"
pirate radio, which apparently consists
of endless anarchist propaganda. As an
example of their twisted thinking, those
of you who remember the
London-based pirate station. Radio
Jackie, will doubtless be interested and
perhaps even amused at the suggestion
that it was no less than a CIA
organisation. The sole idea behind the
concept of community radio
broadcasting, if these people are to be
believed, was to get Radio Jackie a
licence.

Couched, in places, in the language of
the gutter, the booklet demonstrates a
degree of paranoia which would send
the average "trick cyclist" into
paroxysms of glee. Its main theme
seems to suggest that the only pirate
stations worth supporting are those
which aim to overthrow everything from
democracy to the Milk Marketing Board.
The politics of both left and right are
viewed with equal cynicism. Listening to
music is dismissed as bourgeois and
this would seem to be all the justification
needed for "political" (Invariably
anarchist) radio pirates to broadcast
over the signals of popular licensed
stations and then complain of
victimisation if they are caught. Stations

which the book claims have suffered

from such activities include LBC and

Radio Hallam, whilst Nottingham's Radio
Trent was, for a time, overlaid with
anarchist propaganda in the name of
Radio Arthur, an apparent tribute to one
Mr Scargill. It seemed that nobody
bothered to ask whether or not he was

flattered.

A dissertation on the virtues of

"political" radio in which we are regaled
with the supposedly glorious histories of
several anarchist or "peace" stations is
closely followed by a thumbnail sketch
of pirate broadcasting throughout
Europe and much of the rest of the
world. Time did not permit a thorough
check on its contents, but the number of
provable errors and inaccuracies with
which other sections of the book are

peppered left us with little choice but to
treat some of the "facts" with deep
suspicion. If this section is wholly
accurate, then we can only conclude
that the rest of Europe and much of the
rest of the world is controlled entirely by
pirate broadcasters, nearly all of whom
are financed by the CIA!
On reading "Radio is my Bomb", the

uninitiated might be forgiven for
believing that even the most basic radio
technology was a closely-guarded
secret. A large number of its pages are
devoted to reproducing information on
simple transmitter and antenna design,
complete with diagrams. Whilst the
book's publishers would have us believe
they were revealing the great mysteries
of the universe, we found nothing in this
section which could not be gleaned from
the pages of any number of more
conventional radio magazines. The only
significant difference appeared to be the
fact that, in this case, we were being
exhorted to use them for illegal
purposes.

Another fascinating section, headed
"Legal Briefing", attempted to explain
the offences which pirate broadcasters
commit, the penalties they face and their
rights in the event of apprehension. I
would strongly recommend any
would-be pirate to pointedly ignore its
advice! Not only is it riddled with
statements beginning "We think .. it
is, in many instances, simply wrong and
anyone following its advice too closely is
likely to end up in even greater
difficulties. Although its assessment of
the main offences under the 1949 Radio

Telegraphy Act and their relevant
penalties was pretty accurate, its advice
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anual for Piraxes

on illegal manufacture and importation
stated that, up untii 1984, "the only order
in force was for importation - though
this appeared to apply only to CB rigs
(with an inbuilt or connected
microphone or socket) and that the only
penalty was confiscation .. The
writers appeared to have not noticed the
fact that by this time CB had been legal
for three years. Neither do they seem to
realise that a similar prohibition to that
once applicable to OB rigs still covers
transmitters intended for use between

88 and 128MHz, one of the bands which
they describe elsewhere as being ideal
for pirate operation, in their own
inimitable wisdom, they even quote the
wrong Act of Parliament in wrongly
describing the possible penalties. The
ban on manufacturing similar equipment
in this country is totally unknown to
them!

Among other misleading information
contained within this section is the

categorical statement that "Proceedings
must be brought within six months. After
that, you can forget it." The clear
implica:tlon is that you cannot be
prosecuted more than six months after
the date of the alleged offence when, in
reality, an alleged offender must be
advised of the intention to prosecute
within six months from the date on

which information was laid before the

court. This might be some short time
after the date of the alleged offence and
still allows for the case to come to court

some time after the six months is up.
Clearly, the author of this section has
spent some considerable time poring
over the relevant Acts. What a pity he
did not understand them!
The next section, headed "Radio

Electronics - a General Introduction",
begins by saying that it is by no means
an introduction to Electronics. (If you are
confused, then think how we feel. We
had to read the entire book!) it then goes

on to offer a sort of thumbnail guide to
the way In which radio waves are
transmitted and received. Interesting
enough, but I have read far more lucid
explanations elsewhere.
On close inspection, it is not hard to

understand why Mr Butcher and his
colleagues are slightly alarmed by this
publication. It variously recommends the
use of violence, resisting arrest and
producing false names and addresses in
an attempt to avoid prosecution. Its
authors clearly care nothing for the
rights of anyone who does not share
their views, as it advocates ail other
manner of other criminal acts, including
theft and the unlawfui use of other

people's property. We do not attempt to
suggest that its authors have been
personally responsible for any of the
alleged attacks on RIS officers but is
easy to see how their particular brand of
propaganda might tempt others into
actions which have far more serious

consequences than those applicable to
running a pirate radio station. What is
more, the majority of radio pirates seem
to agree that publications like "Radio is
my Bomb" only serve to undermine their
genuine desire for legal recognition.

Citizens' Band has often been at odds

with the Radio Investigation Service but
our position on violence is unequivocal.
We are completely against it! The day
cannot be far away when ethnic and
other minority interests are properly
served by their own radio stations, many
of which might once have operated as
pirates, but that day can only be delayed
if pirate radio attracts a reputation for
violence. Or are we missing the point? Is
that really what the authors of this
booklet seek to achieve? Gould their

campaign be directed towards
preventing freedom of the airwaves
whilst pretending exactly the opposite?
To those involved in pirate broadcasting,
we can only offer the past example of
CB. We understand their frustrations and

many of us sympathise with their aims.
The wheels of government may grind
exceeding slow but at least they are
going somewhere. Or would you prefer
the spectre of true "freedom" of the
airwaves, in which no-one can be heard
because lack of regulation entities
everyone to transmit on top of everyone
else?

In their introduction, the book's
authors suggest a number of uses to
which it might be put. We have found a
really useful one. We punched a hole
through one corner, tied on a piece of
string and placed the whole thing in
what we consider to be the most

appropriate place.
Our final through must be purely

mercenary. If the publishers of "Radio is
my Bomb" would care to call us, in the
style of self-respecting capitalist lackeys
everywhere, we will be pleased to
negotiate a price for correcting a few of
their so-called facts, along with most of
their spelling.
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SHARMAN'S
Hrigs

MX 7E
£79.95

Midland 77104
Slimline £69.95

DNT HT4000

Handheld CEPT
frequency £89.95

NEW

DNT Contact 40
Mobile CEPT Frequency

£89.95

-H MOBILE ANTENNAE

Valor 48" MDL540
DIal-a-Match £12.95

Valor Warrior MDL 560 £12.95

Valor Halfbreed
MDL 520 £12.95

Valor 24" MDL 530

DIal-a-Match
£11.95

Valor Fibreglass Antennas
MDL 833
2ft. £9.95
3ft. £10.95
4ft. £11.95

BASE ANTENNAE^

Thunderpole II
£19.95

Thunderpole 111 CTE Skylab
£22.50 £28.75

CTE Spectrum 200
£89.50

CTE Spitfire
3 element beam

£46.10

—I S'W'R METERS & ACCESSORIES I-

SWR2T
£7.50

SWLA 80 50-80W
Linear amplifier

£39.90

SWLA25
SOW Linear amplifier

£19.95

SW7-12
Speaker with
Filter £9.95

MAIL-ORDER
MINIMUM ORDER BY POST£60
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WHOLESALE

Instant, Fully Portable and mobile
4 Watt, 40 Channel Transceiver,

MAXCOM Complete with antenna, magnetic
mount, power connector, battery
pack, carry case and belt clip.
Squelch and Volume control, TX
indicator and attenuator switch.

Moxen Model 49441
Voice Acttvoted 2-Wav
Radio with Operator-to-

Pattenger Intercom
Here'i a 49 MM2 FM ironicvivm AND irMfconi

combinM m one compoo. venahle communications
podioga iri lOeol tot cvcllttg. booting, snowmobiling-anv 'eciealioncl ot ifxtuanoi
octtvitylltal Invonm lite use ol helmets The pnmoiv heoOiel peimiti AIJIOMAnC VO*CC
ACnVAIiO 2«oy lodio communicoticn wiitt ontet itonscenieis on trie tome treouencies-
UP10 Vi MILE AWAYl The second heodsel lets Ihe passenger moniKx the sehicle opero-
lor^ ZriiW consenotion. and toh with Itie operolCT via intercom BCH HEIAAET CONVEHIIBLE
HEADSETS irtdoll eoMiv. wilhoul cutting or dulling, in most open ono closed lace hel
mets (tugged camrd unit weighs less man rune ounces and has o honov ben'podiei dip
MoAvaiatier

Model 49 H5... Helmet

OVdlKAle 49MHz FM
2 way ladlo operolina
on S channels

maxon

ES 880 ECHO CHAMBER

KA50

KA 50 PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
GUTTER MOUNT

HP 55W SHARMANS 5 INCH
8 OHM 8 WATT HORN

SHARMAN METER SWR-2 3 POSITION COAXIAL SWITCH

SW7-12

COMMUNICATIONS SPEAKER
WITH FILTER

If you would like further details of the full range of CB equipment,
telephones, In Car entertainment, portable TV and radio and ail
the benefits of dealing with one of the country's major wholesales,
then please phone 061-834-9571 for immediate attention.

3 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER M8 8FW
TEL: 061-834 9571 TELEX 665446 Sharma G

SHARMAN'S
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THAT SORT
Smart Alec

describes the sort

of disaster-ridden

day most of us will
recogniseyr ou know the sort of day.

The wife's got a
headache, the dog's
pinched the bacon, the
kids are late for school, the
postman just delivered the

rates bill and the car refuses to start. To

cap it ail, it's raining. Again! Naturally,
you have an urgent appointment and a
quick phone call assures you that the
guy you were to meet at nine o'clock
has already left home.
CB to the rescue! The first priority is to

get some form of response from that
metal monster lying dormant in the
garage, so you put out a call for Fred,
from round the corner, who knows all
about such things. Not unexpectedly on
a day like this, he doesn't answer. What
is more, another breaker assures you
that Fred's rig is out of action. Aha! A
glimmer of hope. You see, for all Fred
knows about the intricacies of the
internal combustion engine, he knows
next to nothing about how to fix a busted
rig. A few more pence in British
Telecom's coffers and a deal has been
struck. Fred will come round and do his
best to coax life into that - what was it
you called it? - Oh, no. Can't print that,
can we? All he asks in return is that you
spend the best part of this evening, or
however long it takes, endeavouring to
put him back in touch with the rest of the
world. Well, at least that part of it which
can be reached with 4 watts into a
mag-mount stuck on top of a biscuit tin.

Fifteen minutes later, a bedraggled
Fred emerges from under the bonnet,
cursing roundly because the floggle
toggle, or some such part has given up
the ghost. Needless to say, he doesn't
have one and it will take at least two

hours and an appreciable decline in
your bank balance to locate one.
Meanwhile the day is getting worse. The
local taxi firm are all out to breakfast. All

you can think of by now is that
appointment! Visions of a large slice of
business going down the drain. Back to
the rig. Two or three calls later and you
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have located a breaker going your way.
What is more, he has agreed to make
the small detour necessary to pick you
up. Nothing for it but to put the kettle on
and wait until he arrives.

Another thirty minutes finds you
painting out breathless apologies for
being almost twenty minutes late. Keep
cool, son! After all, it's not his fault that
you have gone through Hell and high
water to get there, only to have him
wave your apologies aside with an airy
"Oh, forget it old chap. Only just arrived
myself, you know." So you sit down to
discuss business. Given the way today
has gone up to now, it is hardly
surprising to find that you have left your
briefcase at home. Perhaps this meeting
was not such a good idea.
By about noon you have managed to

get back home. So it took nearly an hour
and a half! So you got soaked to the
skini So what? The customer signed the
order, didn't he? The kids finally got to
school, so maybe the world is not such
a bad place, after all. But wait! There is
the car, exactly where you left it. Only
now its bonnet is gaping wide, like the
jaws of some bestial iron monster.
Where is Fred? "Don't know," says the
wife, putting in a quick reminder that she
stili has a headache, "He went off to get
the thingummy a couple of hours ago
and hasn't been seen since. He brought
his rig round, though." The last thing in
the whole world you need, right now, is
Fred's lifeless rig. The boss has phoned
three times, the weather is getting worse
and that bacon didn't do the poor dog a
lot of good. Serves the stupid brute right

if he hadn't the sense to wait until it had

been cooked before wolfing your
breakfast. Still, it looks like a job for the
vet! Things have to get better. Or do
they? Wasn't that the mother-in-law who
just pulled up outside?
By now, if you have any sense you

would give up and go back to bed.
Where the deuce has Fred got to? At
long last he returns, brandishing a
replacement for the worn-out whatsit.
"Take about ten minutes to fix," he
announces, so cheerily that you could
happily hit him. "Just hoid it in place
while i tighten it up." Did madam really
have to choose precisely that moment
to announce that lunch was ready and
wouldn't keep?
Two o'clock. At long last Fred has that

expensive heap of tin making the right
kind of noises and - wonder of wonders

- it has stopped raining. The good lady's
headache seems to have vanished

miraculously, as soon as her mother
came through the door. Even the dog is
showing signs of revival, better late than
never, so time to hit the road, of course

the traffic is atrocious - could it be

anything else? A quick check on the rig
tells you that a big wheeler has shed its
toad right across all four lanes of the
road you intended to use. of course the
only alternative is a wide detour and that
is full of roadworks. Where on Earth did

that speed cop come from?
Okay, so you got away with it that time

but now you are running even later. All
you need now is a puncture. No. Let's
not tempt fate. Suddenly the rig springs
into life. It seems that 'Warrior One' has
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OF DAY!
had his van pinched, complete with all
his tools and, believe it or not, his best
suit. He doesn't seem to concerned

about the van or his tools but he must

have that suit back before tonight, it is
his wedding anniversary and he has
promised to take the XYL for a slap-up
meal. She will kill him if he offers to go
out in a boiler suit.

"Never mind all that." cuts In another

breaker, "Give us a description!"
"Well, its a grey, single breasted two

piece."
"Not the suit, you wally. The van!"
It takes about thirty minutes for the

excitement to wane, during which you,
and presumably every other breaker in
town, have been giving every white
Transit the eye. Anyway, no luck and
you have reached your next port of call.
By the time you are back on the street

it is almost five o'clock. The traffic is
building up and you are torn between
making just one more call and heading
straight for home to avoid the rush. The
airwaves are already buzzing with traffic
reports. It must be bad. because even
the local bucket-mouth hasn't come up
yet, and he is usually home well before
this. Suddenly, there it is. right in front of
you. Warrior One's missing Dagenham
Dustbin, Yes, the number is right, it must
be the one. It takes a couple of minutes
to break into a channel. Doesn't it

always at times like this? The breakers
already on channel know nothing of
Warrior One's loss and it take two more

precious minutes to convince them that
this is not a wind-up and you really do
want them to call the law. Where is that

speed cop, now that you need him? A
few seconds later comes the news that

your 999 call has been made, so now
you try to stay with the van. Not an easy
thing to do in this traffic, especially as
you are sure its occupants must have
sussed you out and will shoot off at any
moment, at what passes for high speed
in a Transit. For almost ten minutes you
follow that damned van. No sign of the
boys In blue. WaitI A pair of headlights
come up fast from behind! As he sees
you, he flicks them off, then back on
again. On goes the siren and the van
does a good imitation of a Le Mans start,
as the jam sandwich all but takes the
side out of your car in its hurry to get
past. The chase is on!
Two minutes later it is all over. Warrior

One will get his van back and two
undesirables look like spending the night
in strange beds. Yes, in answer to the
question from Warrior One, who is now
on channel, his suit is there. Still in the
cleaners' bag. No, he Is not really
interested in the couple of dents which
the van has collected as the result of its

adventures. Can you please ask the
cops to let him have the suit back
straight away. The sergeant seems a bit
puzzled at your insistance that he come
to your car but agrees, reluctantly. After
a few minutes spent listening to Warrior
One's tale he agrees, with equal

reluctance, to release the suit into your
custody. Naturally, the van must remain
in his tender care for the time being.
A quick signature, a promise that you

will be at home all evening, ready and
eager to make a statement and you are
off. It goes without saying that Warrior
One lives on the other side of town. By
now it has turned five-thirty and it will
take at least half-an-hour to get the suit
to him. Only two more miles to go, when,
with a gentle cough the car comes to an
undignified halt. Right In the midst of the
traffic! Has the doohickey packed up
again? No. In all the excitement you
forget to check the fuel gauge and now
the traffic is piling up behind you. Half
the drivers in town appear to believe that
sounding their horns will magically
remove you from their path and Warrior
One has begun to panic at the thought
that he might not get his suit back in
time after all. Still, it has been that sort of
day, hasn't it?
You did get your petrol, thanks to a

passing motorcyclist. Warrior One did
get his suit back and Mr Plod spent most
of the evening scoffing your wife's home
made cakes as he listened to your
account of the afternoon's excitement.

To cap it all, early next morning the
Warrior had sent a huge bunch of roses
for the XYL. When all was said and

done, what had she done to deserve
them? Her only comment? "You never
buy me flowers!" Ah well, it had been
that sort of day.
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LATEST ON TH
CB in the UK has been revitalised by the introduction of the new
CEPT frequencies and a whole host of new rigs. Amongst the most
recent new arrivais are the Aibrecht AE4002 and Alpha 4000 from
Kernow but how new is new?

WW W
hat a difference a

couple of months
makes! CB is alive

and well, and living
on the CEPT

frequencies. Perhaps
the effort and expense of buying a new
rig is acting as a deterrent to the less
savoury elements that inhabit the 27/81
system; whatever, this is CB as it should
be. One (or two) ways of experiencing
the delights of these still largely
unsullied channels is via the Aibrecht

AE4001 and Alpha 4000 rigs from
Kernow. A word of caution though, at the

30

time of going to press these units had
yet to receive their type-approval
certificates so do check up first if you
want to stay on the right side of the DTI.
These are not particularly new

designs, indeed by current standards in
other areas of the consumer electronic

industry they're almost prehistoric, first
seen at least six years ago. Rigs of this
vintage use a goodly number of
individual electronic components, a
manufacturing technique which does
not lend itself to miniaturisation.

Consequently they're both fair-sized
units; but who cares - the most

important thing is that they work, and
work pretty well, and once installed
inside the average tin box it doesn't
realty make a lot of difference how big,
or small they are.
An internal examination revealed that

these rigs which were built in the Far
East and were originally destined for the
German market - a good sign, those
Germans are pretty fussy about what
they buy. One surprising discovery,
though, was the number of additional
components soldered onto the back of
the circuit boards. This usually signifies
that the designers have modified a
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Standard design to comply with local
regulations. This may well be the case
and we shall not pass judgement at this
stage as our review rigs were early
production samples but we hope that
future models will not rely on so many
'extras' as they are both untidy and
potentially liable to failure.

We'll begin with the AE4002. This is a
straightforward and basic 40-channel
rig. Just three controls (on/off volume,
squelch and rotary channel select).
There's a PTT switch on the mic and

around the back there are sockets for

DC supply, external speaker and
antenna. Displays too are kept to a
minimum, a red LED shows when the rig
is in the transmit mode, two-digit readout
shows channel number and an

illuminated edgewise meter gives signal
strength and relative TX power
indications. Yes, we've seen it all before
- it's a standard layout on a standard rig
and has appeared in a number of thinly-
veiled guises and specifications over the
years - whatever the label or badge this
basic design has stood the test of time
well and rarely given us cause for
complaint. The flip side is that it is such
a common design and by now so
familiar that it lacks any glitz or sparkle.
Not necessarily a bad thing - OB is, or
should be 'black box" technology, there's
plenty of excitement elsewhere in the
CB market if you're looking for thrills,
and sometimes spills ...
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Much the same applies to the Alpha
4000, though this is the 'GLX' model in
the range - fancy trim but similar under
the skin. Notable extras include controls

for RF gain, mic gain and a dimmer for
the display. A bank of switches, just
above the rotary controls give:
two-position tone control, internal/
external speaker, channel 9 priority,
noise cancellation, CB/PA and delta
tune. The 4000 has a slightly more
elaborate display panel with illuminated
TX' and "RX' legends but the edgewise
S-meter is identical to its stablemate, the

AE4002. There's just one additional
socket on the 4000's back panel for an
external PA speaker; the only other
significant difference is a side-mounted
mic socket.

Both rigs come with the standard
assortment of mounting hardware and
identical, bog-standard crystal mics,
(despite their different stick-on model
numbers). Unfortunately for us they also
came with German instructions which in

spite of a Grade 3 CSE remained largely
impenetrable; fortunately the design is
so well known that instructions are, for
the most part, reduntant anyway.
Hopefully these too will be modified for
the UK market.

In use
There are no surprises with rigs as

well established as these. Fitting into the
average family saloon will pose no
problems whatsoever to the seasoned
CB'er. There's a secondary bonus for
anyone who has a 27 /81 rig of the
same basic design - the two rigs can be
simply swapped over without any need
to modify the mounts. These two rigs
benefit from at least ten years of more or
less continual development and the
result is a reliabie, if rather unexciting
design that does what it's told, when told
to do so with a minimum of fuss and
bother. The controls on the AE4002 are

so few and far between that there's

virtually nothing to say about them. If
there has to be a note of criticism then

it's the sadly fashionable all-black livery
which makes the knobs blend Into the

fascia and consequently difficult to find
in the dark.

The 4000 suffers from the same black

cosmetics so the control problem is
magnified as there are more knobs and
switches to grope around for. Come
back shiny chrome - it may have looked
gaudy but at least you could see what
you were doing!

On The Air
Again no unpleasant surprises. If it

wasn't for the comparative peace on the
channels it would be impossible to tell

this rig from a similarly specified 27/81
unit. Audio quality on the AE4002 is
reasonable, there's little in the way of
noise suppression but treble content is
good and there's plenty of volume. The
Alpha 4000 has a simple two-position
tone controi, this makes a title bit of
difference, lifting the bass frequencies
slightly but to be perfectly honest it
doesn't have any real impact on the
clarity, (or otherwise) of reception.
Sending and receiving to other nearby
rigs revealed no inherent problems.
Copy was clean and fairly crisp - an
external speaker yields even better
results.

Conclusion
if this sounds like a pretty downbeat

review it's not meant to be. These are

good rigs that perform weli and their
ancestry is such that complaints will be
few. The problem is they are rather dull,
somewhat jaded and most definitely old
designs - perhaps it's our fault, perhaps
we're getting blase and anything with
less than ten microprocessors is
considered old hat... Don't let that

affect you - if you're looking for a simple
CB, or one with a few extra buttons, that
you know you can plug in and use, then
start looking here.
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BANISH
TRASH

Wallies still abound, according to the good Captain
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you escAP6& PeoAA c.s. ba&io"Citizen's Band radio in
Australia did great
things for the outback.
An Oz chum of mine

confirms that serious-

minded CB users had to

leave town in order to find a quiet
channel. Somewhere, south of Ayers
Rock, he found DXing no problem at all.
In fact, if the Australian government
wanted to expand the internal
population, it need only mention the
quiet CB channels still available north of
the wire fence that keeps the dingos out
of New South Wales. The occasional

gentle complaint about ratbags and
other less literate users of CB prompted
me to ask about the telephone. You will
hardly be surprised to learn that the
noble gents of Australia are also much
into mobile telephones of all shapes and
sizes. However, they have yet to 'enjoy'
some of the esoteric wonders UK

CITIZENS'BAND FEBRUARY 1988

citizens enjoy with British Telecom,
including a recently criticised group chat
for youngsters. According to Channel
4's TV consumer affairs programme, "4
What It's Worth," transmitted in October,
Trading Standards Officers in Liverpool
have been monitoring these allegedly
supervised group chats by phone, and
been somewhat unimpressed by the
lewdness and obscenities thereon.

Nostalgia buffs may well sigh, 'it sounds
like the old days on the rig.'

Naturally, a British Telecom
spokesperson - a sort of nice lady in
charge of innocent pleasures via
landline - said that all such group talk
was monitored and supervised. Just
shows what torture people have to go
through in order to earn a living. Given
the abundance of boondogglers, kids,
lids and fetishists that grabbed CB
channels at one time, one should
congratulate British Telecom for

organising a land-line service, in which
around nine people can get, as
someone put it, 'near to the knuckle.' A
super advertising campaign could
promote this aspect of the British
Telecom campaign; 'We Cater For
People Who Don't Have Anything
Sensible To Say.' Just as long as the
service above does not get mixed up
with telephone advice on motorway
roadworks or what's going on in The
City. After all, BT gets some extra
income, and the telephone meets of
boondogglers keeps them away from
the CB radio frequencies.
There was a time when the telephone

suggested a 'serious hobby for thinking
gents' much as shortwave radio does
today. Although the great Professor C. E.
M. Joad made his remark in reference to

radio, he might also have been thinking
of the telephone when he declared that
men of science had laboured hard to
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invent it, then the ape had got hold of it.
Much as we truly admire the marvellous
gadgetry on offer - excellent value for
money, too - the sight of a mobile
whiz-kid driving on a motorway whilst
fiddling with his telephone is reminiscent
of Professor Joad's views (to be fair, he
was thinking mainly of broadcasting, and
even worse. Light Entertainment). If we
are to revive the public appreciation of
telephony, as an art form rather than a
verbal street fight, we need to restore its
original somewhat austere but
trustworthy image,
More than ninety years ago, The Boys

Own Paper was providing advice on
making your own home telephone,
though without any reference to
telecommunications approval symbols.
The 'BOP' (as the magazine was more
often known) certainly concentrated on
then imminent technology. For example
you may find in a summer 1894 issue, a
piece on 'Making a Talking Machine' by
H. F. Hobden, this gadget having
manifest uses for any fellow about to
explore the unknown on land, sea or the
business world. Unfortunately, the text of
the article is written with such reference

as might require a minimum GCE A
Level in Physics and possible. Pure
Mathematics. Far more easy to
comprehend is Roland Rivington's 'How
I Killed My Moose' which may have
something to do with the Bulls on the
Stock Exchange, all these months after
Big Bang. Having recourse to a spring-
wound, mahogany cabinet, Victorian
mobile telephone was no doubt useful in
Moose-tracking.
Only a fellow eager to write a TV mini-

series would see in the friendly rivalry
between Mercury Communications and
British Telecom, echoes of the keen
competition between the Edison and
Bell Telephone interests more than a
century ago. Contemporary reports were
obviously much exaggerated. Yarns of
rooftop competition for business,

involving installers from the rival
companies of the time, were to be taken
with a pinch of salt. At any rate, the
British Government undertook some

state intervention between 1878 and

1879, a sort of a reverse thrust to the
Privatisation which is now virtually part
of the British Constitution. In fact, the
Government set up a sort of Great-
Grandad of British Telecom, namely the
United Telephone Company.

In return for acquiring a thirty-year
licence (thirty years! satellite TV
franchise companies eat your heart out!)
the United Telephone Company was
required to give a decent percentage of
the profits to the Post Office, around
10% in fact. This helped to keep the
Penny Post to a penny, and brought
what passed for a well-ordered
commercial stability. Even so, some
self-respecting towns and boroughs
were not entirely enthusiastic about
permitting the telephone cables across
the civic boundaries. Indeed, my present
home town in the east Midlands took

some two years to say 'yes' to the idea,
though, compared with some of the
things happening in community radio
these days, such official action may
seem really fast. By the time that the
'Metroland' out-of-town developments
were providing material for future
historians and programme makers. The
Telephone Development Association
was assuring potential users that the
instrument was really harmless.
Incidentally, definite overtones of the
Garden City Movement seem to have
crept into some of the Association's
adverts, with bright-eyed ladies using
the phone, close to windows that looked
out onto terrain such as might have
been planned by Ebenezer Howard
himself. This gentleman was sometimes
called the father of the garden city
movement, and he possibly had a
telephone, too - and may even have
read The Boys Own Paper.

Yet as long ago as the 1890s, a
certain consumer disenchantment

seems to have set in. Combining
elements of evolution with telephony. Mr.
T. E. Donnison, an artist contributor to

The Boys Own Paper produced a lively
1895 full page 'comic strip' feature
showing a member of the monkey family
attempting to conduct an intelligent
conversation with a person at the other
end of an apparently noisy line. From
initial optimism of the kind known to
even veteran telephone users today, to
bewilderment and rage, the dark-shorts
clad creature finally tears the instrument
from the wall, and leaps on it. Perhaps
the poor animal had been trying to get
through to Sheffield like that affable
chap who calls me up every now and
then, to say that's what he has also
been trying to get (I live miles from
NUMs home town, by the way). The
monkey that reportedly became free of
restraints in a recent Russian satellite,
and thereafter explored the controls of
the craft, could have been just a
frustrated pay-phone user.
So complaints about the land-line are

not new. In any case, as we are often
told, the communication consumer lives

In that state of tension generally known
as 'changeover to improved technology.'
Many of the best radio men Captain
Sparx has met during his vibrant career
were reluctant to throw out any
equipment that still worked when they
bought the new stuff. That which wives
have unkindly described as 'clutter,' the
wise old-timers call 'stand-by' or
'passive alternative.' I could never
imagine any of these sages wanting to
share much of the saggy-brained chat
heard during the group chatting up times
allowed or encouraged by British
Telecom.

As they say, its's horses for courses,
every man to his own power mike. Still,
those wistful public relations gents in the
Telecom Tower could remember 'The

Boys Own Paper.' Now that Lord
Nelson's monument in Trafalgar Square
has had its clean up treatment, a pay-
phone for patriots could be introduced,
in red, white and blue decor, with a
portrait of Her Majesty therein. A special
'call in' service could be provided for
any Brit wishing to hear 3 minutes
readings from Assorted British Heroes -
including Nelson, The Duke of
Wellington. General Allenby, Winston
Spencer Churchill, and others I might
mention.

I enquired of my Australian colleague
in the CB arts if he ever tunes into

heroes via the rig or land line.
"In Australia." he replied, "the way

things have been, anyone who sticks
with 27MHz Am has to be a hero."

I am going to send him a copy of The
Boys Own Paper containing instructions
on how to stuff a crocodile. It might
come in handy if ever he catches any of
those loud-mouths, which (he says) you
can hear clear across Australia.
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One of the best mobiles around with R.F.
gain, tone control and other features, it
has a good sensitive RX section with low
'bleed over'.

uniden

Undoubtedly the 300 is the best selling
base station in the U.K. It's features

includes mic gain, R.F. gain, power and
tone controls and S meter. Value for

money? It's unbeatable.

The first available rig for CEPT fre
quencies manufactured to the highest
standards. Features include mic gain, R.F.
gain, squelch. 40 channels and a low
'bleed over'.

ri
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AERIALS

PAMA UK

Pre SWR Better than 1:1.1

SIRIO 2012
of Italy

£14.95

SPRING LOADED

OSCAR of Japan
All fold at base

Fantastic Base
>  Antenna

£82.95

ARMCO - Holland
GPA V2 Wave £19.95
All aluminium
High quality CLR II

% Wave
High Quality
aluminium

Gutter kit with S0239
Maymount and cable
Bodymount and cable

-n £34.95

THUNDERPOLE UK

SIRIO Tornado £38.00
(Electronica Special)

SjRIO
Frtsyuency: 26 - 29 MHz. Gain C.t.E. 9db.
Max. power: 1500 wati £28.00

Still the
BEST

Performance

legal aerial

£22.50

LEMM Mini GP ITALY
(4 leg aerial)

Suitable for loft, easy to
assemble and disemble

FREESTANDING

£18.95

HEMBROUK
£20.00

J20.0Q ^
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"^ave

LEMM Mini GP DX
3 leg free standing with

option of mounting arm potential

£18.95

Also Boomelemm

and N4ini Boom

suitable for balcony
and window ledge fitting

ontler FROM U.S.A.
Shorty magnetic mount
high quality all black finish £16.95

Single Trucker £19.95

Thoroughbred Original
Z27 Aerial £12.50

STOCKISTS OF:-

CTE - zETAGi -moxcom- SADELTA - unlden'

MIDLAND - mmm sirio
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ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED IN 24 MRS

TEL: 061-212;t?i?



UESALE - RETAIL
RIGS

MIDLAND HAND

'ORTABLEj

Excef5TJ??nai performance from this
dual-purpose hand portable. Can be
mounted under the dash and when away
from the car - hiking, walking, fishing etc.
- it will keep you in touch.

MIDLAND

MINI-
MOBILE

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini Mobile
is the smallest rig available but don't be
deceived; it has exceptional performance
for it's size.

DNT

CONTACT
40

Now with
channel
changing
facility on
microphone

CEPT frequencies, 40 channels, P.M.
Mobile superb performance, excellent
sensitivity, Channel 9 indicator T/X
indicator - unbeatable value.

ALBRECHT
NEW from Germany

Alpha 4000 £195

Alpha 4000/2 £129

ACCESSORIES

SCANNERS

by UNIDEN

100XL hand held 16
channels memory with
Scan facility covering
same as 175 XL Scanner.

£199 includes charger

175XLBase

Super sensative
scanning receiver
16 channel memory

covers.

66-88MH2

118-174MHz

405-512MHz £189

MICS

RAMA 27 Echo mic £20.00

RAMA 531 new power micfl 2.00

RAMA 510 power mic £10.00

RAMA Standard mic

RAMA 520 mic

ALTAI ECHOMIC

AO) Noise cancelling

DENSI Bleep mic with

plug

£6.00

£7.00

£18.00

£12.95

£12.50

GUTTERMOUNTS
Designed and made in U.K.

Comes in 3 finishes

Chromium Plated

Matt Black

Silver

All £5.00

Also available with % base, cable
& PL259 Plug, suitable for all
RAMA Aerials £8.95

MAGNETIC MOUNTS
Satellite U.K.

% Stud Limpet Mag. Mount £9.95
% Stud Super Mag. £11.95
% Stud Turbo Mag. £14.95

All come with PL attacher

S.0.239 Magnetic Mount £11.95
(For use with Oscar Aerials)

MIRROR MOUNTS
Aluminium Flat Bar £5.95

Aluminium Right Angle £8.95

SWR

METERS

SWR T2

Basic

SWR 310

SWR/power

SWR 111

Japanese

SWR/power

upto 100 watt

Patch leads

LEMM extra long
patch leads

Other Leads and

Accessories available.

£6.95

£9.95

£14.95

£1.50

£2.00

G-COMMU.K.

POWER SUPPLIES

3 amp

5 amp

6/8 amp

10/12 amp

£14.95

£22.95

£32.95

£49.95

British Manufacture

12 Months Warranty

BLEEP BOARDS

Roger Chip
Roger K

Roger 5 Tone
Road-Runner

Avon "Ding Dong"

£6.95

£9.95

£12.95

£9.95

£11.95

All come complete with

instructions to fit.

BASE MICS
Caroline 4200 £38.50
Compatible with all systems.

Comes complete with

Batteries & Plug.

Densi Base Mies £24.95

ANTENNAE SWITCHES

Two Way £6.95

Three Way £8.95

Robust design and good quality.

cia house

ALL PAMA PRODUCTS A VA/LABLE DIRECT OR ASK

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

433 WILMSLOW ROAD, MANCHESTER
TELEX 666762 PAMACOG FAX 061-445-0978
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DIY VOLTAGE
DROPPER

David Cox comes up with a simple-to-bulld voltage dropper
for CB radio

Heatsink

SK1a

+24V

Ik
SWT

Input

-VO

01

lOOn

FS1
2A

—VAA—N
R4

0R22

SK2

-0+13V6

I i

C2
lOOn Output

<5-v
SKIb

Figure 1. Circuit diagram for the Voltage Dropper
SK3

H M nits of this nature

■ S have been available
B S for sonne time now,
B K making possible the

connection and use of

12 volt automobile

equipment on 24 volt systems. The
project described here costs about a
half of the price of ready made units and
can be built easily, even by a complete
novice.

The Design
The circuit diagram for the Voltage
Dropper is outline in Fig 1, The system is
based around IC1 which is a current

and voltage regulator. For those readers
who are unfamiliar with the workings of
a regulator circuit, please read on.
Any regulator circuit serves two useful

purposes. Firstly, it maintains an output
voltage at a constant level: a level
dictated either by the regulator system
itself or by a handful of external
components. Secondly, the regulator

40

makes sure that a high and harmful
current is not allowed to flow.

Normally, regulators are of the fixed
voltage, fixed maximum current type,
e.g. designed to supply 5 volts at up to
100 mA or perhaps 15 volts at up to 1 A.
The values commonly available are 5,
12 and 15 volt types rated at 100mA,
500mA, 1A and 1'/? amps.

Also available are variable voltage
and variable current regulators, which
allow the maximum output voltage to be
between say, 2 and 30 volts, depending
on external components.
The regulator used in this project is

one of the fully variable types and is
labelled the L200, Fig 2a shows the pin
out of the device and fig 2b shows a
demonstration circuit.

The output voltage of the circuit can
be calculated via the formula:

^out = 2.77 /?! +(Rb"')
The input voltage to the circuit should
be about 3 volts higher than the
intended output voltage. The maximum

current available from the circuit is

determined by the resistor Rc, and can
be calculated by:

Current (max) =
Rc

The maximum current available from

this particular regulator is two amps. It
should be noted that these equations
are only suitable for the L200 and may
vary for other regulators. Also, when
using the formula, the resistor values
must be inserted in Ohms.

The Circuit

As can be seen from fig 1, the system is
no more than a basic regulator circuit.
The input voltage is applied to pin 1 of
101, Resistors R1 and R3 set the output
voltage to approximately 13.6 volts and
resistor R4 sets the output current limit
at about 2 amps. Also included is a "unit
on" light and this is represented by 01.
The resistor R2 sets the current for this

LED. The pair of capacitors at the input
and output are utilized in most regulator
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3 5. Limmit

D 4. Vref
□ 3. GND
3 2. Output
3 1. Input

Figure 2a. L200 pin-out

Vout

Vout=2.77{Ra/Rb + 1)

OOV

Figure 2b. L200 demonstration circuit
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Figure 3. Veroboard layout

circuits as they maintain overall stability.
Finally,, a fuse Is fitted at the output as
an extra precaution,

Heatsink Arrangement
As IC1 operates, it will produce a great
deal of heat and in order tor the unit to
operate at a safe temperature, this heat
needs to be transported away from the
regulator. A heatsink is the answer and
these are just shaped pieces of metal
which are designed to conduct and
disperse heat. The efficiency of a
heatsink is usually measured in degrees
Celcius per watt; i.e. for every watt

dissipated from a device, the number of
degrees Celcius above normal
temperature to which the unit will rise.

So that we can locate a suitable
heatsink, we must first calculate the
maximum number of watts that will be
generated. The power in watts is quite
simply equal to the product of current
and voltage. In this case, the current
maximum is 2 amps and the voltage is
the difference between the input voltage
and the output voltage. Therefore:

Power (in watts) = volts x amps
= (24-13.6) X 2
= 20.8 watts (max)

The next step is to assess the maximum

temperature to which we want the unit to
rise. For safety, we will take this
maximum figure as 80°C. This means
that the maximum temperature rise
should not exceed 55®C, assuming that
the ambient temperature is 25°C.
Hence:
, . . . , . . Max temp change
Heatsink required =

Max power

= 55

20*8

= 2.64°C/watt (or
lower)

Fortunately, a 2.1 ®C/watt heatsink is
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B

20inm 42mm 42mm

18mm

9mm
Hole diameters
A - 13mm

9mm B = 7mm

—  C = 10mm

D = 14mm

21mm

23mm

Figure 4. Front panel drilling details

Silicone grease

\
6BA screw

Heatsink

Chassis (rear)

Insulating bush Insultaing washer

Figure 5. L200 mounting arrangement

available and this will be sufficient for

the needs.

Construction
The units is very straightforward to
construct and the majority of electronic
components are mounted on a small
piece of veroboard. Construction should
begin with the insertion of the four

resistors followed by the two capacitors.
The 10 should be inserted last of all,
making sure of its orientation. (The
metal tab on 101 should face away from
the board.)
A metal box of dimensions 127 x 64 x

57cnm was used for the prototype and
was found to be an ideal and

inexpensive housing. The front panel

was drilled to accept the necessary
components as detailed in fig 4. The
heatsink was also drilled to accept two
mounting screws, one of which was also
used to secure the regulator in place.
The rear panel also displayed a socket
for the 24 volt connection in the form of

a 2-way terminal block.
When mounting the regulator, an
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insulating system stiould be used and
the arrangement is shown in fig 5. The
siiicone grease is used as it aids the
overall heat transfer characteristics. It is

smeared on either side of the insulating
washer before the arrangement is bolted
into place.
Once the off-board components have

been mounted, suitable lengths of wire
can be cut and soldered into place. Fig
6 demonstrates the wiring details. Once
this task has been completed, the unit is
ready for testing before the finishing
touches are applied. If the unit fails to
work correctly then check all hard-wired
links, check that the resistors have been
correctly identified and connected and
also make sure that there are no solder

"bridges" between parallel copper
tracks.

Installation

Provided that there is no electrical

connection between metal case and

circuit, the unit will work equally well for
both negative and positive earth
vehicles. The unit should be connected

to the battery via an inline fuse and a
length of twin cable terminated In a
"Paros" plug. The Inline fuse should be
as close to the battery as possible to
protect the cable, and the fuse installed
should be in the order of 2 to 5 amps. A
convenient place for the unit can be
found and it can be held in place by a
bracket or by adhesive strips. As the unit
is rated at 2 amps, it is only suitable for
a CB radio or small music radio. It is not

suitable for high power car radios or
linear amplifiers.

Component List
Resistors

R1 39K

R2 560R

R310K

R4 0.22R E.G. Maplin WO*22R

Capacitors
C1 &C2 0»1uF(2 off)
Semi-Conductors

IC1 L200 Regulator (Maplin YY74R)
D1 5mm Red LE.D.

Miscellaneous

S1 Locking push switch (Maplin YW41U)
FS1 2 amp fuse.
SKI, 2 way terminal block
SK2 Terminal post (Maplin FD72P)
(Red)

SK3 Terminal post (Maplin FD69A)
(Black)

Also required
Metal box 127 x 64 x 57mm (LF02C).
panel mounting fuse holder, heatsink 2
C/W or lower (Maplin HQ70M). insulator
(WR23A) Veroboard, 6BA nuts & bolts,
stick-on feet (x4), connection wire, 5mm
LED clip, solder etc.
All components available from Maplin
Electronic Supplies Ltd. At P.O. Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR.
Approx cost £13.00

SKI

(input, 24 volts)
+ -

/

Output

Note that the cathode of D1

is denoted by a flat on the
package

Figure 6. Hard wiring within the unit
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LUXURY FROM SC/
Brandybird appears to be excited about a new range of trucks

W
w  e had some news

' in from Scania al
the end of

November, of the
Introduction of a

"newish" range of
trucks with lots of new features. The old

'92' becomes the '93'. the old 112
becomes the 113 and the much-loved

142 now becomes the 143. A new

engine power code will be displayed on
the front grille of each truck.
The obvious differences have to be on

the interior and the exterior of the range,
though there are lots of changes under
the bonnet as well. The interior is all

new, with totally new controls and
instruments, on a new curved instrument
panel now lit by a soft greenish light and
all the dazzling light spots have been
eliminated. New steering wheels, the
heater/fresh air is now controlled by two
dials and a four-speed fan. New interior
panels and new textiles with better
noise-damping and more insulation in
cab walls and thicker floor matting. All
models have recessed, stronger door
handles set into panels and the gear
change knob is now spherical in shape.
Scania now have a one-key system for
doors and starter locks and electric

windows on both sides on all models.

The new 'Topiine' has central door
locking as standard and the 'R' models
have a new storage bin situated on the
engine tunnel.
The CR19 Sleeper can be ordered

with a 220mm higher roofline, providing
more storage room above the radio
shelf, and obviously more space for the
occupants, interior height is 1.7m. Both
seats have integrated seatbelts, Also
four pointair suspension with auto-level
control. That sounds like a major
re-organisation for the interior, proving
yet again that continental manufacturers
consider driver comfort a priority instead
of as an afterthought.

Looking at the exterior, the basic
shape stays the same, with a number of
useful changes. Mirrors are now fitted
with aerodynamic cowlings to reduce
wind noise. More efficient cab corner

spray deflectors are standard on all
models and the air intake is re-designed
so that it ends at the rear of the cab,
below the roof line, and behind the
aerodynamic cowlings.

Well, that's the looks dealt with.
Unfortunately, 1 don't have enough room
to cover all the changes, of which there
are lots. Steering and suspension
improvements for example. Twin-steer
models have the option of air
suspension on the rear which reduces
rear overhang, and the steering linkage

has been revised and now runs above

the fuel lank giving more space for
PTO's. There's been-improvement on
the 93 series so that the platform can be
extended 22cm further towards the rear

wall of the cab, giving an increase in
paycube of 1.5 cubic metres.
The press release states; "More

power, more torque, less emission and a
new electronic diesel control." So, if you
want to hear more of the new Scania

range, the engine, steering, suspension
technical info, then order your copy of
next month's issue now, 'cus that's
where it will be.

Enough of the serious stuff. First I can
tell Ron (Red Robin) that I was deeply
offended by the birthday card that he
sent me. "You are what you eat," says
the front. Inside, it said, 'You must have
been eating an awful tot of pilchards
lately!" Well, thanks, Ron, now I know
what you really think of me . . .

Right, back to the memories. What's
happened to Animal, (Paul) who used to
drive for P.E.T.S. or Action Man (Andy)
from Clitheroe on the tippers? Or
(Ayotolah) from Dumfries, or BBM (Big
Bad Mouse) from Sugar Town? Black
Abbott (Neil) from Macclesfield driving
for Air Products (or was it the other way
round? He hasn't spoken to me since he
got married! Where's my adopted dad,
Colin (Skinhead) of the Alf Garnett
squadron? Cue ball for^e 432 squad?
Whatever happened tofhe 432 squad?
Crumplehorn (Paul) from Crewe,
Chicken Bone (John) from Manchesterj^;
Daffy Duck (Pete) from Coventry, drivir^
for Bedworth Haulag&pnd Gravel ChipS^
and Tony from Tamwoyth? I don't half
miss my natters with t^old crowd off .
AM. It would be loveli^ hear that meyl
are back on the FM. C^'t forget If you;
know any of the blok^Bmenlon, please
give them a nudge forfp. rd|ove to
hear from them again. I&u'd like to see
your name in print, or b^ef still, to
embarrass a mate, then please drop me
a line: PC Box 158, Coventry CV6 6BD,
or give me a call round Junction 3 of the
M6. I'm not fussy. I'll talk to anyone.

Well, that's about it for another month,
make a note in your diaries to keep
Sunday 5th June free, so you can all
come and see what sort of an idiot I

really am. I shall be attending the Mercia
OSL Club Eyeball at Caludon Park,
Wyken, Coventry on that date. Have to
give them a mention as they very kindly
let me use their PC Box for your letters.
Take care now, lads and lasses.

Truck 'em easy and, most of all. Stay
Lucky.

Brandybird
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The new dash layout features easy to
reach and more positive controls.
Instruments are easy to read.
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/  wholesale Giant range of CBs andm  ̂ accessories, contact us today for
I " m M I DEALERS fast, friendly service, competitive

J ^ ̂ n prices, widest range and latest GB
U D products.

TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE -OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Rama House, 433 Wllmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

BREAKER
BASES

AVON

Gloucester Rd, Patchway,
Bristol. Tel: 0272 694331

All yourCB requirements including
934 cordless telephones and
portables. Personal service.

Why not ring us?

I CHESHIRE

LARGEST STOCKIST OFNEW

ANDS/HANDCB EQUIPMENT
IN THE CREWE AREA

^ CB37 M
Valebrook,

Wistaston Road, Crewe
0270-258186 day 841418 avas

DEVON

MONTS
08 CENTRES CAFE
All CB Equipment supplied and fitted.

NEW CEPT CB's AVAILABLE NOW

Open 6.30am-7.00pm WEEKDAYS &
6.30pm.12.00pm SATURDAYS

Old A38. LIVERTON Nr NEWTON ABBOT

TEL062$S2333

ESSEX

WOODPORD CB CENTRE
528 Chigwell Road. Woodlord

Bridge, Woodford Green.
Tel: 01-504 9852

We offer a full repair service and rig
conversions. We vi/ill malct) any

genuine advertised price.

LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT
Open Tues-Sat 10am-5pm

BEDFORDSHIRE CHESHIRE DEVON ESSEX

ELECTROCOMM
CB SHOP

2A Tennyson Rd, Luton
Tel: 0582 458310

08 RADIOS ALL

ACCESSORIES. RELIABLE
.SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE.
USED CBS BOUGHT AND SOLD

(Open 9-6 Mon-Sat)
'/2 mile town centre

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
&CB SUPPLIES

5 Chapel Road. Penketh, Warrington
We are the CB stockists for the

Cheshlre/Merseystdearea. SaiesS
Service, Audio & Hi-FI Accessories.

Secondhand HI-FI twughf and sold.
Telephone 092 5723282

Open 9.30-5 (except Wed & Sun)

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB fr Radio Centre
Nlerton Garage Cr Post Oftice. Merton.

Nr Oaktiampton EX20 3DZ

Open 8 days 9-6
(Sundays by appointment)
Specialists In 934MHz

Suppliers of all 27Mftz and 934Mhz

equipment

08 RADIO &

MODEL HOBBIES
Parndon Mill, Parndon Mill Lane
(next to rugby club). Hatlow.
TELEPHONE: 0279 418817

C.a, REPAIRS,TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT, IN-CAR RADIO,

RADIO-CONTROL
Open: Mon-Sat 9.30arn-6pm

Sundays I0am-I2am

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE CHESHIRE DORSET FOREST OF DEAN

THE TV SHOP
MILTON KEYNES LARGEST

STOCKIST OF CB EQUIPMENT

For repairs, spares, accessories.
and all your CB needs

3 Croftcourt, Stony Stratford
Milton Keynes,

Buckinghamshire MK11 1 HS
Tel 0908 565981

IS YOUR

C.B. SHOP

IN

CHESHIRE!

WEYMOUTH OPEN CHANNEL
27 & 934MHz

Extensive stock always available
+ computer repairs

Also phone equipment
8i computer software
Open 10-5.30 Men.-Sat.

Telephone enquiries & mail order
welcome.

91A Chickerell Road, Weymoulh,
Dorset

Telephone: 0305-787777

HOME OF THE

CB ROADSHOW
VISIT OUR BASE 20,

INSULTING AND DIABOLICAL
SERVICE OUR SPECIALITY.
34 FOREST VALE RCAD,
FOREST VALE INC. EST„
CINDERFCRD, GLCS.

TEL:059422244
OPEN fdON-FRI ALL DAY

CAMBS CORNWALL DURHAM ESSEX

Towtr
Communication "i

Everything for the 27MH2 &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur

or SWL

* First Class Sates & Service *
11 High Street,

Haddenham, Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

'X^'i I CHAT BACK CB CENTRE
FULL STOCKS OF 934IVIHZ & 27MHZ

AMATEUR RADIO — PMR & NEW CEPT

CORDLESS PHONES — REPAIRS

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sal 9am-1pm

Easthlll, Tucklngmill, Camborne,
Cornwall TR14 80L

Tel: 0209-715773

IAN FISHER

COMMUNICATIONS
OF STANHOPE

Mam distiibulors ot 27 MIUCO Radios, and the new
CEPT radios including SATCOM ANDDNT. OislliOulDlS
lor 934MH2 equipuiem Large slacU o' coaiia! cable.
Plugs, sociiels. and adaplcrs AIsc Greenpat. BNC and N
type plugs

Market Shop, Markel Place. Stanhope.
Bishop, Auckland. Tel: 0368-528464

Open Mon-Sal 10 30 e.Opm. Sun 2.30pm-4.30pm

C.B. THE

MAG. TO

BE IN.

01-437 0626



ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Pama House, 433 Wllmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

DEALERS contact us today for
Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive
Prices, Widest Range & Latest

CB Products

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

1 GLOUCESTERSHIRE HAMPSHIRE LANCS MANCHESTER

■  1

ll l<),'8'

Block 38. Upper Mills Estate.
Bristol Road. Slonehouse Glos.
Tel: 045 382 8710
June. 13. M5. Slroud exit.

First right past the Ship Inn.
Open: 9-5 Mon-Sat.

C.E.P.T./UK, FM/934 MHz
Send CI S lirsl class stamp for

our latest catalogue.
Chegues/posal orders payable

to D.ES.

We are the experts in
communication.

Full range of CB and
accessories in stock.

Fully equipped workshop for
repairs.

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm r ^ 1

Sun 10am-1pm. 04203-4684

CB SUPPLIES
FOR ALL YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4pm

343, Chorley New Road,
Norwich, Lanes. Tel: 0204 68218

Alarm and Communicaiions Eauiprnent

FOR ALL YOUR CB REQUIREMENTS

■HM WIDEST RANGE
[^L>| IN UK

OPEN EVERY DAY

061-445 8918
061-445 4757

Telephone Orders Welcome
433 Wilmslow Road. Withlngton

{opp. Library) Manchester

KENT LINCOLNSHIRE
NORTH YORKSHIRE

If your not
in C.B.

Call
01-437 0626

HAMPSHIRE

ONE STOP
ELECTRONICS

126A Maldstone Road,
Rochester, Kent

Tel: 0634 400179

SALES—SERVICE —REPAIRS
SPARES — 934 — 27Fiyi

SATELLITE T.V.

27/934MHZ ce
LINCOLNSHIRE

AGENTS FOR
NEVADA 934

Come and see us at
Mitier Telecommunications

The Parade. Cherry Wlllingham.
Lincoln. Tel; (0522) 754279
(24 hour snewering eervlce.

Free parking lor up to 50 cars) 3

ELITE COMMUNICATIONS
tHt ibfM CDAW'AVr

132A ELM ROAD,
KINGSTON UPON THAMES.

SURREY.
TEL: 01 -546 5662

ALL CB CLUB MEMBERS
RECEIVE 10% REDUCTION

ON PRODUCTION OF ANY CB
MEMBERSHIP CARD.

KENT LONDON SURREY

CB EQUIPIVIENT
Telephone and

Communication Systems
Complete Repair Service

Accessories
z)yiNCHESTER ELECTRIC:

46-48 St Georges Street
Winchester

(0962) 54743
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

R G ELECTRONICS
For all your C.B. equipment

Established six years
Open six days Mon — Sat

HP Terms available
For Mall Order Catalogue send two

18p stamps to 64 Oxford Street,
Whitslable, Kent CTS 1

Tel: 0227 262319 mT

KENT

HENRY'S
g34MHzand 27MHz

CB and accessories
catalogue S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,

London W2 1 ED
01-724-0323

Open 6 days a week

PARKSIDE CB CENTRE
CB Radio specialist.

Extensive range stocked. Mall order
senrice available. Phone lor details.
Agents lor Nevada 934. CB repairs &

modifications undertaken.
A148 Fakenham Rd, Thurslord,

Fakonham, Norfolk
(0328)77402

NORFOLK

P. SQUIRE (ANDOVER) LTD.
19 Bridge Street. ANDOVER. Hants

Tel: 0264-52623

SPECIALISTS IN
CB SALES AND SERVICE
Very large selection ol Rigs and

Accessories.

Repairs, and Services RaesoneMe
prices. Expert Advice — Free.

Open 8 30 10 5 30 (e'cl Wed & Sun)

SHOP
1 St •«ri(DAn OHf

Crjvftfnc 67) ,*)

FOR ALL YOUR
C0MMUraC:AT10N REQUIREMENTS

CB. RADIOS. AfWVTEUR RADIO
ACCESSORIES

installation & repairs
♦ METAL DETECTORS •
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

"conmunlcate wiO> conMertce"

ALPHA*S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam Street. London El 3

Tel: 01-471 5589
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-7pm:

Sunday 10arn-2pm

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR.

132 LeyionstoneHign Road.EI 5-
Tel: 01-555 8045. Open: Mon-Sat

9am-5.30pm.
T/A Balaam St. Motors

B A YEOMANS & SON
TV and Electrical

65 North Walsham Rd.,
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: 0603 46294

Discount CB/Anything electrical.
Savings just a phone call away.

Used CB bought and sold.
CB REPAIR SPECIALISTS

TRADE WELCOME
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
fast, friendly service, competitive
prices, widest range and latest CB

products.
TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE -OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wllmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

DEALERS

CB

BREAKER

NORTHUMBERSIDE SUFFOLK SUSSEX SOUTH YORKSHIRE

BREAKER ONE NINE
CB CENTRE

414 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL

Tel (0482) 447560
LARGE SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CB EQUIPMENT.
FULL RANGE OF C.E.P.T. RIGS
AVAIUBLE
EXCELLENT
REPAIR
SERVICE

MARSHION ELECTRONICS
366 Spring Road. Ipswich, Suffolk.

TEL: fpswich (0473) 75476

Open: 9.30-5.30 Tues-Sat
CB 934 and electronic

components

WHY NOT TRY US FIRST?

C.B.for

discerning
shoppers.

01-437 0626

CB

IXL ELECTRICAL
REPAIRS. NEW AND S/HAND

A.. RIGS AND TWIGS.
LANGSETT RD

^^VxL "I SHEFFIELD
0742 337857

/ \ 9—6 Mon ■ Sat

IMORTHAMPTON SURREY

EARLS BARTON CB SHOP

(RMR eng)

FULL RANGE CB EOUIPI^ENT

SERVICE AND REPAIRS

Open Monday — Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5

Sunday10.30-12.30

36a DODDINGTON ROAD

(STD0604] 810000

GUILDFORD

CB

Surrey's biggesi
stockisis of CB
equipment and
accessories

Low prices, technical know-how.
Repairs. 934 and Amateur,
Cobras and Yaesu wanted.

34 Aldartfiot Rd., Gulldterd S74434

WEST MIDLANDS ■ SOUTH YORKSHIRE

HEWARD'S HOME STORES

LTD (Established 1963)
822/4 Kingslandlng Road,
Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel; 021-354 2083

G4RJM With 38 years in The Radio
Trade Ham Eduiprrient yrgenlly

warned Open: Won-Sai 9-6

WE WELCOME ALL CB'ers

trio CommunicBl'on Spec/,ir,sfs
CB - PMR - COROLESS PHONES

IN-CAR TELEPHONES

Mobile Phones, Cellnel/Vodafone

SOdeonArcede, Hallgete, Ooncaater
South Yorkthira DN1 3LZ

Tel: (0302) 66352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 608111

OXFORDSHIRE SURREY YORKSHIRE WEST YORKSHIRE

MODULATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
62 Wootton Road,
Ablngdon, Oxon.

0X14 1JD

Tet: 0235 • 21400

Open: 6 days Mon-Sat
9-5.30

Instant credit facilities Agents for
934 MHZ Wholesale, Retail and

NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

"ChcfTladBAron
Rigs-Twigs and other Bits
Supplied and Repaired

Phone BOB on
Byfleet
(09323)49377
(24 hour Answerphor,24 hour Answerphono)
27 ■ 934 - AMATEUR ■ PMR&TELEPHONES
ACCESSAND VISA CARDS WELCOME

MAILORDERATCOST
PC Box 88. WEYBRIDGE, tCHSORT

LCN ccccr
ELECTI^CNICS LTD.

We monitor channel
0723-373914

or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

SUPERSLAB CB CENTRE
John A. Dobbins Ltil
Bradforil Road,A650,

East Ardsley, Nr. Wakefleld
Tat: 0^2 524586

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

(Trade and Retail)
Full Repairs Service

Mailorder

SOMERSET SUSSEX YORKSHIRE

TRAVELLING LIGHT
(ClOERMAN)

* BEST RANGE AND SERVICE
* COVERING SOMERSET. AVON, WILTS
* FULL REPAIR SERVICE. ALL MODES
* SECONDHAND OB'S BOUGHT AND

SOLO

* ALL TYPES OF TELEPHONES
STOCKED

Try us. we are the oldest 08 shop 'or
miles and Sfi" going strong.

Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Sun 10.30-1.00
TEL: 0373 60281

The T.ll.

T<»ntre
Inrange Ltd, 8 Marine Court.
St. Leonards on Sea.

Tel: Ha8tines(0424)4431BS/44202S

Open: t*4onday to Saturday 9.30-530
Retail&Wholesale

EMPRESS TRADING CO

THE NO. 1 CB SHOP

Always new and secondharvt CBs xi stock.
The new European frequency OS's now in

stock. (Please ring lor enquxy). Also
watches, teiephooes, TV & 2 way taxi

aenals. in-car rado and eiectrical goods.

564 Thornton Road. Bradford BD8 9NF
Tel: (0274)499340

This space
could be

reserved

for your
Breaker Bases!
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CLASSIFIED
Lineage: 54p per word including VAT

Minimum 15 words
Semi Display: £8.50 per single column centimetre

Minimum 2.5 centimetres
Sue Curtis, CB Classified Dept, Argus Specialist
Publications Ltd, 1 Golden Square, London W1R

SAB

ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Rama House, 433 Wiimsiow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

DEALERS contact us today for
Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive
Prices, Widest Range & Latest

CB Products

OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT
Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

CALL

EVELYN COOMBES

ON

01-437-0699

TO ADVERTISE

WANTED

IDEAS, INVENTIONS WANTED.

CALL I.S.C. 01 -434 1272 or
WRITE: DEPT (ASP) 99 REGENT
ST, LONDON W1.

TERMS AND

CONDITIONS

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our terms for new adrenisers (senu^lrsplay and
lineage) are siricly ixo-'orma payments until
satisfactory lelerence can tie taken up (eiduding
lecognised advertising agenoes). ClKiquos and
P.O.'s should tie crossed and made payable to
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS LTD. and
sent together with the adveittisement to:

"The Classified Dept.
No. 1 Golden Squaie,

London W1R 3AB

There are no retmbursements lor canceilalions.
Advertisements arnving too late lot a particular
issue win be inserted in the following issue unless
accompanied by instructions 10 the contrary. "Mis
■tie responsibility ol the advertiser to ensure thai
Itte first insertion ol every series is pubhshed
correctly, and conections must be nofahed m time
lor the second insertion, otherwise the pubkshers
win not accept any liaMity or offer any reduction

n charges "

AD advertising sales are subject to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers are
responsible tor complying wdti the various toga!
reguiremenis m force eg: The Trade Descnplion
Act, sei ttscnminabon act S the business adver-

lismenis (disdosure) order 1977.

Full terms S Corrdliona ol Advertising available
on mpjesl

NEW LEGAL FREQUENCY
* New & Old Frequency CETs in Stock * Best Prices Paid for Used CB's
* Conversion Kits Unlace Ajdioline to New frequency E6.99 * Conversion
Kits Unlace Audioiine to new & old frequency £9.99 * Conversion Kits

Cytwrnet Board CB's to new and oid frequency £9.99
THE AERIALS 3EL0W SUIT EITHER FREQUENCY

Thundertwit
Super Thundertolt
Long Coil
Twin Thunderboll
Super Moduiator

5.99
6.99
7.99
9.99

10.99

Taxi/Ham Higain Va
5ft Base Loaded
2ft Base Loaded
3ft Centre Loaded

4.99
3.50
3.50
4.99

5ft Centre Loaded
5ft 2 Coil
1ft Rubtwr
Saturn Base

6.50
8.S0
3.99

15.99

B A YEOMANS & SON 65 North Walsham Road, Norwich 0603 46294

CARDS, STICKERS & BADGES

GLOSSY QSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colours with gold/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
Graphics, P.O. Box 3, Grange-
mouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.

GENERAL

UK FM CB RADIO REPAIRS & SUPPLIER OF
ACCESSORIES & ASSOCIATED

COMPOHENETS...
Requirtes technical service inlonnation test

equipment, accessories & components.
Manufacturers & wholesalers are invited to

send Catalogues & Price Lists.
We also buy C.B. Radios (working or ml)

• THE SHACK"

231. CAXTON ST. SUHNYHILL DERBY 0E3 7RB

Tel: 0332 7603S3

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

C.B. YOUR

BEST FORM OF

COMMUNICATION

FOR THE

NEW YEAR!

Full Colour QSLS 1000 £55
• Personalised QSLS 1000 £16.50

• Eyeball Cards 1000 £11
• Embroidered Patchea 100 £100

(sample £2) • Club Stamps—
Mounted50 £50 • PatchesS" dia. in up

10 9 colours Club slamos 1" dia.)

«  D/YOSLS WOC2.SO
r Eyeball Cards 100 C! 10

OlYBargain Pack l00oleachC3

SASEIordeiails CURRIEQSLS
Room 2. 89 Derwent St. Conseit.
Co Durham. DH8 8UT. England

PLANS

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scram
bler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list, Plan
Centre, Old String Works, Bye
St., Ledbury HR8 2AA,

CRYSTALS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and
filters. Phone fordetails/SjA.E.
list. Golledge Electronics,
Merriott, Somerset TAI6 5NS.
Tel: 0460-73718.

To Advertise
Ring 01-437 0626

C.B. IS THE

ONLY MAGAZINE

DEALING ONLY

WITH C.B.

SO REACH YOUR

AUDIENCE HERE.

EQUIPMENT

LES EVANS ELECTRICAL
TEL: WEM (0939) 32090

NEW AND USED CB'S, FCC
CONVERSION BOARDS.

AERIALS, TRANSISTORS, IC's &
MANY fylORE ACCESSORIES.

SHOP OPEN SATURDAYS ONLY
OR BY APPOINTMENT

SCANNING
RECEIVERS

HEMBRO
DISCONE A

SCANNING /i
RECEIVER jfi \vWIDEBAND //n
ANTENNA //jl

£22 (+ £2 P&P) ' fj IIW
RECEIVE 70-700 MHz
TRANSMIT 70-500 MHz
MAX POWER 500 W
GAIN 3.5dB

Hembro International Ltd
61 South Road, Spark Brook.

Birmingham B11 1EX
Tel 021-771.2645 (1755)
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
fast, friendly service, competitive
prices, widest range and latest CB

products.

DEALERS

CB
TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE - OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wllmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

TRUCK

ADVERTISE YOUR

CAFE HERE-

Ring Evelyn Coombes

on

01-437 0626

FOR DETAILS OF

SERIES DISCOUNTS

MODULATIONS A34 trunk rd. oxford
COMMUNICATIONS .sv
62 WOOTTON ROAD,

ABINGDON, OXON
TEL 0235-21400

Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
Agents for 934 MHz
Wholesale, new CEPT CB
radios now available

TRUCKERS WELCOME

Aaiu^bou

o'Jo'i OAK CAFE
^  London Road

Amesbury, Wilts.
B&B £7.00
Sleeper Cabs £4.00
(Inc. Ev. Meal or B'Fast)
CB equipment available.
Telephone: 0980 23804

CLASSIFIED COUPON
CITIZENS' BAND Classified Ad. Dept, ASP Ltd.
1 Golden Square^ London WIR 3AB
Private and Trade rate 54p per word (VAT Inclusive) minimum 15 words. Display box rate £8.50 (+ VAT) per single
column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). NO CLASSIFIED REIMBURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Bcpiry Date For £

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

I endose my cheque/postal order for £.... lor.... insertions,
made payable to Argus Specialist Publications.

□Ac(»ssones □C.S.B. QForSale □CWb

Name

Address

Tel No. (Day)..

Signature Date.

□TfuckSlop □Other please state

i
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UK'S JIK^TRUCK^
l.ASONE OF THE UK'S OLDEST

ESTABLISHED CB SPECIALISTS CrRADING SINCE
tt79) WE HAVE THE WIDEST RANGE OF CB'S
AND ACCESSDRIES IN THE COUNTRY
ALL MAIL ORDER ITEMS ARE
CHECKED & TESTED BEFORE

DESPATCH AND FULLY GUARANTEED. "W

TUETHE lO noteTRUCKERS
SHOP

TEL {0923135943

We

Have

Moved

New Prices for 1988! -

AAtZ

fW«H

lUNCnOM
iNetoR

A Ilia

ocoooooococooo
oc>«cc**«««c**o

0 ••••••••••« c> o
OOOr~Mr»IO«ft lOO<?

unW«n300

iSM
Unlden 300 Base station — features Hl-Low£148-00
Power, Volume, Squelch, Mike Gain, RF Gain, HF
Low Tbne Switch, 'S' Meter, PA Facility, Extension
Speaker Socket, 240 volts with 13.8 volt facility also.

DNT HIGH TEC SERIES CONTACT 40™
Compaa unit with an excellent board design resulting in a
superior, front end for increased RX sensitivity.
Features volume, squelch. Ch.9 switch.
'Channel free' indicator. LED chain
meter and up/down scan
replacing conventional
channel changer.

400 £98.00
New CEPT Frequency.

SATCOM

SATCOM SCAN 40F

■  ■ ig-

llifiiiI
169.00

A sleek, modern CYBERNET boarded unit with a range of
facilities. Volume, squelch. RF and mike gain, tone control, Ch.9
switch, noise blanker, auto scan (stops automatically on busy
channel) and built in mike compression with up to 20db
sensitivity increase. The conventional channel changer is replaced
by a slow/fast adjustable scan selector, A selcall conneaor is also
standard.

£79
DNT-with

^mrrn

a ̂ :)«iC IS
uyw>ft».

-f T- |PR27GB !▼!
Stacks I

SPECTRUM RP-10 S
PRE AMP ^29.95
Gives 20db gain variable. Suitable
AM-FM-SSB and designed for
the Amateur radio market.
We've found this unit to be the
most effeaive of all those tested
on FM since signal is reasonably
increased while unwanted noise
ts significantly reduced. Requires
12v power supply.

MAIL ORDER To: TRUCK KING. Dept CB2
320 ST. ALBANS ROAD. WATFORD WD2 5PQ
EnquiriesA/ISA/ACCESS orders phone 10923135943
AHprna quoM include pest Si pocking. O*erseos orders odd 20%. I £ Sterling only please)

QTY ITEM £

For 77-805 MIDLAND HAND HELD
77-805 RUBBER DUCK REPLACEMENT
ANTENNA Where it's not convenient to use
the pull out the centre load antenna we've obtained
supplies of this special Japanese made rubber
duck which measures 12" overall and ca
screws straight in to the antenna, ^ I w .5U
fitting (also suitable for
the Maxcom 7E)

If you want our
new 64 page
catalogue featuring'
over 2000 truck
CB items please
send £1.50 cheque/
PO to the address
on this coupon
(price includes
discount vouchers).

Name

Address.
I enclose Cheque/PO. for £.

PUASSUSeAStPMATSSH^OfMPe/trVOUNeaiMO/ICItOOM
onDO NOT ¥aSM 70 CUT VOU/tMAOAine.

. payable to Truck King

I wish to pay by ACCESS □ VISA □ AMEX □ (Tick) Card Na
ACCESS/VISA orders phone 0923 35943



THE WORLD'S PREMIER ANTENNA COMPANY

cinller cinlefinos

cire here, direct
from cimericci

ASK AT YOUR LOCAL C.B. CENTRE

RETAILERS

if you don't stock antler you'll need to!
They are back in the UK by popular demand. Just phone or write to

the wholesale distributors shown below for a comprehensive product list
and ordering details.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
PAMA&Co. KERNOW TRADING SHARMANS WHOLESALE GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS LLANELLI C.B. CENTRE S.C, WHOLESALE

061-4458918 Bristol 559486 061-8349571 Guildford 574434 Llanelli771662 Swindon 721792


